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SUMMARY 

Many places in the world are heavily contaminated with landmines, which cause that 

many resources are not utilized. Much recent research acknowledges that the contact sensors 

have promising potential for landmine detection. To guarantee reliable landmine sensing 

system, deep analysis and many test cases are required. The proposed concept is based on 

application of 1kPa external constant pressure (lower than the landmine activation pressure) 

to the sand surface. The resultant contact pressure distribution is dependent on the imbedded 

object characteristics (type and depth). Then Neural Networks (NN) is trained to find the 

inverse solution of the sand-landmine problem. In other words when the contact pressure is 

known, NN can estimate the imbedded object type and depth. In this work, using finite 

element modeling, the existence of landmines in sand is modeled, and analyzed. The resultant 

contact pressure distribution for five objects in sand at different depths is used in training NN. 

Three NN are developed to estimate the landmine characteristics. The 1st one is perceptron 

type which classifies the introduced objects in sand. The other two feed-forward-NNs are 

developed to estimate the depth of two landmine types. The NN detection rates of Anti-tank 

and Anti-personnel landmines are 100% and 67% in training, and 95% and 70% in validation, 

respectively. As test cases, the detection rates of the NN in case of landmine inclination 

angles (0
o
-30

o
) and random noises 10%-20% of the average signal are studied.  

Also, this work introduces a new concept for landmine detection with contact sensor. 

The sensor main principle is based on the concept of 2-DOF vibration absorber system (two 

springs and two masses), to detect the existence of an object (ex: landmine) in sand which is 

modeled as a 3
rd

 spring in the 2-DOF vibration absorber system. The sand stiffness (the 3
rd

 

spring stiffness ko) can be acquired as a function of the vibration absorber mode frequency 

ωAbs (the frequency at which the 2
nd

 mass has the lowest amplitude (mathematically proven: 

zero)). When the sand stiffness changed due to the presence of the landmine, the vibration 

absorber frequency ωAbs changes, and consequently the landmine can be detected. The 

mathematical derivation of the (ωAbs-ko) relation is verified by simulations with Matlab and 

finite element COMSOL Multi-physics. The system is succeeded to measure the sand 

stiffness up to 2 MN/m. A prototype for the sensor is developed with sensitivity 7.58 

(N/m)/Hz at range of 200 N/m. Also, design procedure for the contact stiffness sensor for 

landmine detection is developed for selecting and optimizing the sensor parameters (masses 

and springs). Finally, feasibility study is developed for sensor fabrication with MEMS 

technology, including design and fabrication process. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

      d   The indentation depth inside certain material, mm 

     E    The Young‟s Modulus of certain material, Pa 

     fu     The applied force to the second mass, N 

     Fu     The amplitude of the applied force, N 

     h    The height of certain material, mm 

     Lc   The length of a cantilever, mm 

     ko     The stiffness coefficient of sensed object, N/m        

     k1     The first stiffness coefficient of the sensor, N/m  

     k2     The second stiffness coefficient of the sensor, N/m 

     m1     The first mass of the sensor, kg        

     m2     The second mass of the sensor, kg  

      t   The height (thickness) of a cantilever, mm 

      w   The width of a cantilever, mm 

      ν   The Poisson‟s ratio of certain material,  

           The applied frequency to the second mass, Hz 

            The first natural frequency, Hz 

             The second natural frequency, Hz 

             √     , Hz 

             √     , Hz 

          The frequency at which that vibration absorption phenomenon occurs, Hz 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation 

According to the International Campaign to Ban Landmines and the Civil Right 

Organization: “a Landmine is some object placed on or under the ground or any surface, 

conceived for exploding by the simple fact of the presence, the proximity or the contact of a 

person or a vehicle”[1]. As an example: Anti-Tank landmine is shown in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1: Anti-Tank Landmine [1] 

Landmines cause major problems, waste life and money. Many places in the world 

are heavily contaminated with landmines, which cause that many resources are not utilized. 

This makes landmine detection and removal are challenging subjects for research. Much 

recent research acknowledges that the contact sensors have promising potential. In the last 

few years, the landmine problem becomes one of the hottest research areas. Through decades 

of wars spread in the world, huge areas are infected with Landmines, ERW and UXO. Egypt 

is considered one of the most infected countries. It is infected with about 21% of the 

landmines in the world [2].  

Today‟s demining is based mainly on deminers (humans). Every detected signal takes 

unpredictable duration. Some manual demining tools is shown in Figure 1.2. Deminer 

interacts very close to the examined object, because the manual demining is the only reliable 

technique. And with regular, difficult deminers training and good supervision, it is still not 
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safe method because of the limited equipment. Also, its basic limitation is the difficulty and 

the time-consuming, caused by the high amount of metal elements in the soil. These facts, 

together with the possibility that deminers may find no landmine for days and weeks which 

may induce tiredness, inattention, boredom and also mistakes. But all these factors are 

besides demining highly undesirable [2]. 

 

Figure 1.2: Human deminer tools [4] 

 

The landmine detection sensors are the most costive and critical issue in the demining 

process and research [3, 4].  Each sensor has its operating principles, strengths, limitations, 

and potential for humanitarian landmine detection. Many experts studied the advantages and 

disadvantages of the sensors technologies. Result that the Acoustic/seismic sensor and 

contact sensors have promising potential for Humanitarian Demining [5]. 
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The most well-known technologies are based on the electromagnetic waves 

(Electromagnetic induction Metal Detector (MD), Magnometers, Ground Penetration Radar 

(GPR)) [4, 5, 6]. Two main directions in demining research: 

1st: is the detection technique: GPR, MD, Gas Sensor, etc. Each sensor has detection 

capability and limitation. The integration between the good capabilities (sensor fusion), as 

shown in Figure 1.3, can give higher detection and lower false alarm rate. Due to the problem 

complexity, many researches are conducted to gain the best of each sensor and consider in the 

final decision. This technique is named sensors fusion. Sensor fusion methods can be 

classified to hardware sensor fusion and software sensor fusion  [7]. 

 

Figure 1.3: Sensor fusion concept [4, 6] 

2nd: is the vehicle contact pressure with the ground, (minimizing the weight of the 

moving part and maximizing the contact area if there is a contact). This is dramatically 

impact the design of the Locomotion system: mobile robot, snake robot, balloon, quad-rotor, 

etc. as shown in Figure 1.4. 

 

Figure 1.4: Robotic Systems used in demining research  
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The Humanitarian Demining Standards for clearance success must satisfy 99.6% at 

200 mm depth (according to United Nation Department of Human Affairs (UNDHA)) and 

100% (according to International Mine Action Standards (IMAS)). To satisfy high grade, 

until now, this relies on manual procedure (that uses 'prodding' or 'probing' excavation tool) 

[6]. This is why, Acoustic/Seismic and smart prodding are considered of the most promising 

technologies as they have low false alarm, properties feedback [5]. 
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1.2 Problem Statement and Thesis Objectives 

The literature review in landmine detection shows that, the main problem can be 

defined as there are many uncertainties in the environment which significantly impact the 

detection possibility with certain type of sensors. It is important for a multi-sensor system to 

utilize the benefit of each sensor to gain the information (presence of a Landmine and not any 

other metal scrape or rocks). In order to satisfy the Humanitarian Demining Standards manual 

demining is mandatory. In literature, it is found that the smart 'prodding' or 'probing' tools are 

promising as they have Low false alarm, and properties feedback. This research focuses on 

contact sensors modeling and design and experimental analysis. A Novel contact sensor 

design is presented to detect the stiffness of the object based on shock absorber like model (2 

masses 3 springs). 

Firstly, literature review and survey about the demining complications, the landmine 

detectors will be done. Then sensor selection based on the criteria justified in the literature 

survey. Secondly, finite element analysis will be executed for sand-landmine model. Thirdly, 

sensors models based on vibration response will be investigated. Fourth, a comparison will be 

held between simulation and experimental validation of the proposed sensor model. Finally, 

Feasibility study about developing a micro scale sensor by MEMS technology.  

The primary objectives of this thesis research are: 

1- Survey and review the detection technologies and the working principle. Select the 

high potential sensors set appropriate in research. 

2- Development of Finite Element analysis for sand-Landmine model using COMSOL 

when applying static loading (constant pressure). 

3- Neural Networks training for different Landmine parameters, e.g.: type and depth in sand. 

4- Design Procedure for Landmine sensor using tactile sensor or the Surface-Contacting 

Vibration based. 

- Contact sensor models comparison based on vibration response.  

- Propose contact sensor model based on vibration absorber like (2 masses 3 springs). 

5- Sensor model testing with the sand-Landmine model with finite element using 

COMSOL. 

6-  Design, fabrication and testing of the sensor.  

7- Experimental measurements for different sand-landmine situations using macro scale 

sensor prototype. 

8- Study the development of a micro scale sensor by MEMS technology. 
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1.3 The Proposed System 

In this thesis a new contact sensor is presented and investigated in static loading and 

dynamic loading analytically, numerically with finite element method and experimentally. A 

Neural Networks is used to detect the landmine type. Also inclined landmines and added 

noises are investigated. The thesis presents novel contact stiffness sensor has been introduced 

with a detailed design procedure for landmine detection, based on the concept of 2-DOF 

vibration absorber system. It consists of two springs and two masses, to detect a third spring 

(landmine presence in sand) as shown in Figure 1.5. The goal was to model and design 

contact sensor for landmine detection precisely in a cheap way. 

 

Figure 1.5: The proposed 2-DOF vibration absorber system for stiffness detection 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

Chapter 1 introduces the Landmine problem. The main problem statement and thesis 

objectives are also listed followed by thesis organization. Chapter 2 presents an overview of 

the problem standard solutions and similar research work in the literature. Chapter 3 

describes the Sand-landmine model, when applying static loading (constant pressure to the 

surface) in some situations. The resultant pressure distribution at the ground surface is used in 

NN training and validation, to classify the buried object and detect its depth. Chapter 4 

studies the application of dynamic loading (sinusoidal input). It compares the mathematical 

relation of the ground stiffness ko in two case single DOF sensor model and two DOF sensor 

model. Also it presents a Novel Contact Sensor Prototype using 2-DOF Vibration Absorber 

for Landmine Detection model. Mathematical derivation, theoretical simulations (using 

Matlab) and finite element studies (using COMSOL Multi-physics) are also included in this 

chapter. Chapter 5 presents the results and parameter optimization processes for the 

proposed sensor model presented in chapter 4. Chapter 6 presents the details of the 

experimental prototype system used in this work for the verification and validation of the 

proposed sensor model presented in chapter 4. Chapter 7 presents the MEMS design for the 

proposed sensor in chapter 4. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with the suggestion for the 

future works. 
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 The Landmine Problem in Brief 

Landmines have very harmful effect on many regions in the world, as they limit the 

development and increase the danger in such regions. More than 100 countries are affected 

by Landmines, UneXploded Ordnances (UXO), and Explosive Remnants of War (ERW). 

About 20 countries are heavily-affected, like that in Egypt from World War II (1939-1945) 

[2[ . Sensors are the most critical and costive issue in the landmine detection process [3[ . 

Many sensing technologies and studies were introduced. The most mature technologies are 

based on the electromagnetic waves [4[  (like Electromagnetic induction metal detector (MD), 

magnometers, and Ground Penetration Radar (GPR)) [5[ . Due to the problem complexity, 

many research works are conducted to gain the benefit from more than one sensor and 

consider in the final decision, through their fusion. Sensor fusion methods can be classified 

into hardware fusion and software fusion [6[ . For that, two studies are considered with fuzzy 

logic principles in order to select suitable sensors for the sand-landmine case [7[ . Most of the 

presented sensors are contactless sensors. However, it is expected that, through the advances 

in MEMS, light-weight ground-contact sensors will be introduced to detect landmines. 

2.2 Robotic Research for Demining 

Sensor should be operated remotely due to the field dangers. Dawson-Howe and 

Williams [8] introduced a new approach to detect of anti-personnel landmines in a similar 

way to that employed by human deminers. Their approach is based on the physical detection 

of landmines using a sharp ended probe. The proposed solution is a robot capable of 

performing the probing task. The probe is connected to a force sensor which is connected to a 

linear actuator which is connected to the XY table using a 30 degree angle bracket. This 

system is capable to position the probe over the experiment area. Furihata and Hirose  [9 [

proposed two mechanical master-slave hands to remove landmines. Mine Hand-1 (with 7 

DOFs) is simple to operate but heavy, and Mine Hand-2 (with 5 DOFs) is light weight, 

simple design and robust for average landmines. The contact here is also based on force 
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sensor. Megahed and Ali  [7 ,10 [ developed mobile robot prototype with arm for remote 

demining operations. The arm is designed to mimic the basic movements of human deminers 

(3 DOFs: RPP), and a wireless camera with (4 DOFs: RPRR), as shown in Figure 2.1. They 

used metal detector at first. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Robotic systems prototype designed to mimic human Deminer main movement 

 

2.3 Contact Sensors for Landmine Detection 

Prodding is one of the most common methods used by deminers to distinguish the 

main cause of detected signal by a metal detector or any other systems [3]. Different sensing 

techniques are utilized, for example: accelerometric, piezoelectric, acoustic and ultrasonic. 

Some Prodders sensing techniques are based on acceleration measurements. A system 

with multiple probes is introduced, where each one is equipped with a spring and an 

accelerometer to directly measure vibrations deriving from contact with objects [11]. 

Also Prodders with piezoelectric transducers are also utilized for material recognition. 

In the approach developed by the University of Catania a tactile piezoelectric sensor touches 

the surface of a material so it can be detect a response signal related to the physical 
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characteristics of the stimulated material. Experimental prototypes have been developed, and 

evaluated for different materials like stone, glass, iron, wood and plastic [12, 13, 14]. 

Acoustic sensing prodders are based on acoustic microphone. In this case the 

microphone is employed as sensor for registering vibrations coming from the tip contact with 

the material. When the prodder tip touches the object, the vibrations generated are acquired 

by the microphone, and recorded using a PC sound card. The acoustic microphone has been 

integrated in a simple prodder as sensor so that a waveguide for transmitting the pulse is 

unnecessary. The experiments were performed evaluating four different materials: wood, 

plastic, iron, and stone [15, 16]. Based on this principle, is the first version of SmartProbe™ 

[17]. Improved versions including force sensors as feedback elements have been developed 

as the Instrumented Prodder by HF Research Inc. , that provided good results [18] , However 

extensive tests conducted by TNO-FEL have shown that the identification is not reliable 

when test conditions change [19, 20]. In the patents [21] and [22] the acoustic prodder is 

instrumented with a force feedback mechanism. Other researches involved the development 

of rotary prodders to improve penetration into the soil, or prodder equipped via a microphone 

to give feedback of the contact sound to the operator [23], [24], or prodder that give a sound 

to the operator when the force is exceeding a given threshold [25]. 

In Ultrasonic based prodders, which augment ultrasonic sensor (as a recognition 

strategy), the prodder tip is considered a guide for both transmitting the ultrasonic wave and 

receiving reflected energy from the contact point with the buried target material. The 

experimental tests were held with different materials (steel, stone, plastic) and acquired data 

were divided into two sets: one for “training” and the other for “testing” in order to train and 

validate the classifier [26], [27]. 

Contact accelerometers are utilized to detect vibration of soil-mine system excited by 

an acoustic source (airborne excitation like a loudspeaker). Contact sensor type 

MMA7260QT has been chosen considering the high sensitivity and the z-axis frequency 

response. By the spectral analysis of the soil acceleration signals is possible to estimate 

features characteristic of the vibration of a compliant case and possibly to distinguish from 

the presence of non-compliant objects compliant (i.e. stone, root or debris) [28]. 

Donskoy et al. [29-32] studied the nonlinear response of the 2-DOF model of the soil-

mine system. The perturbation method used in the model introduces for the derived analytical 

solution to describe both quadratic and cubic acoustic interactions at the soil-mine interface. 

This solution has been compared with actual field measurements to obtain the nonlinear 

parameters of the buried mines, which have been analyzed with respect to mine types and 
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burial depths. It was found that the cubic nonlinearity could be a significant contributor to the 

nonlinear response. This effect has led to develop a new intermodulation detection algorithm 

based on dual-frequency excitation. 

Many concepts have been introduced based on contact Acoustic/Seismic sensor. 

Schröder et al. [33[  studied the elastic-wave interactions with landmines using finite 

difference method. Martin et al. [34-36] also studied the elastic-wave interactions with 

landmines and investigated 2-DOF model of surface-contacting vibrometer. Ground 

excitation is based on remote source while the moving vibrometer measures the associated 

ground surface motion, which is affected by the buried landmine when exists. Experimental 

model and surface-contacting vibrometer for seismic landmine are produced, as shown in 

Figure 2.2. The main limitation is that the elastic-wave decays exponentially with the sensor 

distance from the excitation source. 

 
 

Figure 2.2: Configuration of a Pogo-Stick ground-contacting vibrometer [35] 

 

Ishikawa and Iino  [37] have proposed active sensing prodder (2-DOF model as shown 

in Figure 2.3) that emits white Gaussian noise vibration to identify the object in front of the 

pointed tip of the prodder by the frequency response and discrete Fourier transform. The 

main complication that the parameters: k2, k3, d2, d3 must be estimated. The system could not 

distinguish clearly among brass, aluminum and some landmines, even though it has a good 

potential. 
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Baglio et al. [38] stated from the state of the art and several discussions made with 

demining agencies, that an intelligent prodder is a useful device. But the developed 

instrumented prodders are usually expensive with respect to the reliability level required in 

the demining process. 

 

Figure 2.3: Structure of a prototype of prodder and modeling of Anti-Personnel 

landmine and prodder (no-soil model) [37]. 

 

Baglio et al. [39-41] introduced a novel smart prodder with sensor feedback. The 

surface of the object is excited and its response is measured with a pair of piezoelectric 

transducers. The system consists of four parts:  

1) A sliding steel rod, chassis and other elements compose the mechanical system.  

2) Two piezoelectric transducers, used for actuation and sensing.  

3) A force sensor, used to monitor the applied force to solicit the objects.  

4) An inclinometer, to monitor the angle at which the prodder is used.  

To detect several materials, two different experimental prototypes of the tactile sensing 

system have been investigated and their performances have been characterized. A smart 

tactile measuring system, based on suitable signal processing strategies and fuzzy 

classification methodology, has been developed. 

Muggleton et al. [42] explored point vibration measurements in order to detect 

shallow-buried objects. The ground itself is modeled as single DOF at low frequency as 

shown in Figure 2.4. A shaker is used to excite the ground vertically and has a built in 

k3 

d3 
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impedance head which senses both the applied force and the measured acceleration. They 

used the resonance frequency and acceleration to detect buried pipes. Mechanical fatigue 

could occur at resonance. 

 

Figure 2.4: The ground as a single-DOF system. Input force by Electrodynamic shaker [42] 

 

A finite element modelling tool, COMSOL Multi-physics has suitable user interface 

and capabilities to couple many physics with facilities. Contact pressure modelling with 

COMSOL is verified analytically [43[ . The structural mechanics module supports contact 

boundary conditions using contact pairs. The contact boundary pair comprises a flat boundary 

and a curved boundary. A comparison with theoretical and experimental results is tabulated 

in [44[ . In this work, 2D modelling for the sand-landmine is presented using COMSOL 

Multi-physics. 

Artificial intelligent techniques such as Fuzzy Logic (FL), Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) and Neural Networks (NN) can be used to extract nonlinear relations. 

The PSO algorithm is coupled to Finite Elements analysis to identify a buried object from its 

ElectroMagnetic Induction (EMI) signature [45[ . Fuzzy logic is applied for automatic 

landmine detection based on the GPR volumetric data [46[ . In this work, three NNs are 

trained and applied to detect landmines. 

In the inverse problem solution of landmine presence using electromagnetic, several 

studies have been undertaken in the frequency domain [47, 48] as well as in the time domain 

[49, 50]. In [50] a separated GPR aperture sensor method is applied to detect buried targets 

by evaluating and comparing the electromagnetic coupling between the transmitting and 
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receiving antennas, by using Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) for electromagnetic 

simulation. 

 

Most of the present research work in landmine detection is carried out while the 

landmine is in normal configuration, (without inclination). However, in a real situation, 

landmine position and inclination may be changed because of environmental conditions. Few 

works are available in the literature for examining landmines inclination angles effect on the 

detection rate. Nishimoto et al.  [51 [ presented the effects of ground surface roughness, soil 

inhomogeneity and target inclination on the classification performance of landmines. 

However, the deteriorated results of inclined targets assure the need for more analysis. In this 

work, the landmine characteristics are modeled using finite element models and estimated 

using NN with test cases and analysis.  
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CHAPTER 3 : LANDMINE DETECTION BY 

MEASURING SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION  

 

This chapter presents an essential study of landmine presence inside sand through 

sand-landmine model affected by external pressure loading. The proposed concept is based 

on the application of 1 kPa external constant pressure (lower than the landmine activation 

pressure) to the sand surface. The resultant contact pressure distribution is dependent on the 

imbedded object characteristics (type and depth). Then Neural Networks (NN) is trained to 

find the inverse solution of the sand-landmine problem. In other words when the contact 

pressure is known, NN can estimate the imbedded object type and depth. In this work, using 

finite element modeling, the existence of landmines in sand is modeled, and analyzed. The 

resultant contact pressure distribution for five objects (1-Anti-tank, 2-Anti-Personnel, 3-Tin 

with diameter of 200mm and height of 200mm, 4-Spherical rock with 200mm diameter, and 

5-Sand without any object) in sand at different depths is used in training NN. Three NN are 

developed to estimate the landmine characteristics. The 1
st
 one is perceptron type which 

classifies the introduced objects in sand. The other two feed-forward-NNs are developed to 

estimate the depth of two landmine types. 

3.1  Background and Problem Definition 

Landmines are spreading in many areas in the world. Due to landmines the 

development plan of such areas is canceled or postponed. Simple and cheap techniques for 

landmine detection with lower false alarms are needed. FDTD method is used to generate 

inverse solution to the landmine detection problem Based on GPR data [50[ . The authors 

used finite element method to study the inclination angle effect on landmine detection  [52]. 

Even so, possible detection properties based on direct contact still not utilized with many test 

cases. 

In this work, the main concept is applying constant pressure (less than the activation 

pressure of any landmine) to the sand surface; then a pressure distribution is generated on the 

sand surface due to the difference between the Young's modulus of the sand and a landmine. 

In real case this pressure distribution can be measured by contact pressure sensor (ex: 

TekScan Pressure Mapping Sensor 9920), so that the landmine type and depth may be 

detected. Some measuring systems include processing software which export to Matlab or 

Excel is commercially available (ex: MatScan, source: www.tekscan.com). The proposed 
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system carrying the sensor would be autonomously or remotely controlled. The experimental 

procedure could be as follows: 

1- Rolling cylinder with fixable pressure mat fixed on its circumference, as shown in 

Figure 3.1, will be pushed to roll over the sand which is infected by landmines. 

2- According to the sensed contact pressure by the flexible pressure mat, an indication 

could be acquired for the landmine existence. 

3- Then by using the NN the characterization of the landmine (type and depth) can be 

determined.  

To study the presence of landmine in sandy desert, a finite element model is presented 

with 2D model. First, a 3D model of a landmine inside sand is done, as shown in Figure 3.2.a. 

The main problems of the 3D models are the big size, HW requirements and long processing 

time. While faster and similar results can be presented with a 2D model. The 2D model of 

landmine inside sand 2m x 2m x 0.5m at different depths up to 205 mm is shown in Figure 

3.2.b. The 2D models are done for two types of landmines, two other objects and only sand, 

at different depths. 

Due to the differences in the pressure distributions profile with different landmines 

and different depths, the landmine type and depth can be determine by an artificial intelligent 

techniques as shown in the next section. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Rolling Cylinder with pressure mat 
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(a)  3D Finite element model of sand-landmine with COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS  

 

 (b)  2D Finite element model of sand-landmine with COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS

  

Figure 3.2: Finite element models of sand-landmine 

3.2  Material and Methods 

In this section two landmine types are used, the first one is noted as „LM01‟ which is 

an anti-tank landmine MK7 (with diameter 325 mm and height 110 mm) and the other is 

noted as „LM02‟ which is an anti-personnel landmine (with diameter 70 mm and height 70 

mm). Also two different objects (not landmines) of an intermediate size (200 mm) comparing 

to the aforementioned landmines are considered. „TIN200‟ is a food tin with diameter of 200 

mm and height of 200 mm, „ROCK200‟ is Rocky sphere with diameter of 200mm, and 

„SandOnly‟ is free from any object, as shown in Figure 3.3.  
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Figure 3.3: Anti-tank MK7 noted as „LM01‟, Anti-Personnel noted as „LM02‟, 

TIN200, ROCK200, and sandonly 

 

3.2.1 The Landmine Activation Pressure 

The activation pressure is one of the most important considerations in the demining 

studies. It is the loading pressure which causes the landmine explosion. Based on the, 

available online, information portals  [53, 54] about the Landmines (dimensions and 

activation load [kg]), the activation pressure is calculated for each landmine, as shown in 

Table 3.1. From this table, the safe contact pressure threshold can be selected as 1.9 kPa. 

 

                     

 
 

                                          
 
 
 

                      

50 mm 100 mm 

Sphere diameter 

200 mm 
Cylinder  

diameter 200 mm 

height     200 mm 

Tin 
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Base on that and considering a factor of safety = 2, the simulation will be with a boundary 

pressure load of 1 kPa. 

Table 3.1: Landmines activation pressure calculations. 

Landmine Type   
Dimensions 

(mm)    

Activation 

load (kg) 

activation pressure = 

Force/Area (kPa) 

MK5 (AT) Diam: 203  114.45 34.6  

MK7 (AT)
a
 Diam: 325  150 - 275 17.7 

Rieglmine43 (AT) 
Length: 800  

Width: 95  
180 - 360 23.2 

S mines (AP) Diam: 102 3 - 5.5 3.5 

Tellermine 

35,42,43(AT) 
Diam: 318  90- 180 11.1 

B-2(AT),V-3, 

(like)TMB2 
Diam: 273 11.5   1.9 

M71 copy of TM46, Diam: 30.5 cm 120–400 16 

T79 copy of TS50,  (AP) 9 cm 12.5 19.2 

a. MK7 is the Anti-Tank landmine noted with „LM01‟ in this paper 

3.2.2 Finite Element Model 

This section introduces 2D finite element model of the sand–landmine problem using 

COMSOL Multiphysics as show in Figure 3.2. The finite element model type is solid 

mechanics with static loading. A uniform pressure of 1 kPa is applied to the sand surface, the 

meshing is triangular type, extremely fine size (maximum: 20mm, minimum: 0.04mm) and 

regular refinement number is 3. 

The work is carried out for each one of the four objects (LM01, LM02, TIN200, 

ROCK200) and free sand at different depths (starting from 5 mm to 205 mm with step 5mm). 

The materials are assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly elastic. The Young‟s 

modulus and Poison‟s ratio for the “TIN” and the “mine” casing are (steel: E = 210 GPa, 

ν=0.3). The sand Young‟s modulus and Poison‟s ratio are (sandstone: E = 10 GPa, ν=0.295) 

and adhered to a rigid rock from bottom. The sand dimension is 2m x 2m x 0.5 m.  
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These pressure distribution cases are exported to excel file then a MATLAB programs 

are coded in order to unify the “spline interpolation” in the x-axis range (from 500 to1500 

mm with step 5 mm) in order to be used in the next step (the neural network training). 

3.2.3 Neural Networks 

The design of artificial Neural Networks (NN) is significantly affected by 

understanding the livings nervous system biological mechanism and its structure. In the 

traditional structure of an NN, the weights represent the synapses in a biological neuron, 

while the activation function corresponds to the intracellular current conduction mechanism 

in the soma. This simplified model ignores many of the characteristics of its biological 

inspiration, e.g. it does not consider the time delays that affect the system dynamics but 

useful approximation  [55[ .  

The NN used for objects classification is perceptron neural networks (PNN) and the 

neural network used to detect the object depth is feed-forward neural networks (FFNN). It 

would show up that NN is promising in affording better solutions for estimating the landmine 

characteristics under the sand (type, depth). Three NNs are trained to determine the landmine 

characteristics, where the sand surface contact pressure charts were the NN inputs and the 

landmine characteristics were the desired outputs. The distinct features of the NN make this 

technique very helpful in situations where the functional correlation between the inputs and 

outputs is not clear. Some characteristics of the NN technique which were specifically 

beneficial for landmine detection in this study are as follows: The NN technique is efficient 

in representing non-linear relationships between the dependent and independent variables, by 

an approach similar to a „black box‟. The NN technique has prediction and optimization 

capabilities and can be updated with new data. Also, after the models are trained, it can be 

used to predict the response for new experimental conditions. The PNN learning function is 

„learnp‟, while for the FFNN; a back propagation algorithm is used for training purposes. The 

data is divided between training and validation, to check if the NN well understood the 

relation or not. 
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Figure 3.4: Flowchart of forward and inverse approaches 

3.2.4 The Simulation Work Procedure 

Using COMSOL:  

1) Build 2D finite element model - FEM, type Solid mechanics with static pressure 

loading = 1 kPa. 

2) Repeat the same FEM with each object type (LM01, LM02, TIN200, ROCK200, and 

SandOnly). 

3) Repeat the same FEM at object depths (from 5 mm to 205 mm with step 5mm) below 

the sand surface. 

4) Solve COMSOL model, generate the surface pressure distribution curve. 

5) Export the contact pressure data to Microsoft Excel, and then read from Matlab. 

Using Matlab (NN toolbox):  

6) “spline interpolation” function is used to extract the contact pressure values at certain 

distances on the measurement span.  

7) The extracted contact pressure values are used to build the training data set and 

validation data set, Ex: Odd order values is used for training and even order values is 

used for validation. 

8) Train PNN (5 neurons to detect the 5 object types, ex: “10000” code for LM01, 

“00100” code for TIN200 and “00001” code for OnlySand).  

9) Test the PNN with the validation data. 

10) After determining the landmine type, train the FFNN (to detect the object depth) for 

the two landmine types LM01, and LM02. Then, test with the validation data  
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Test case1: Repeat NN tests at inclined landmines LM01, and LM02 in the COMSOL 

model with angles 0 to 30
o
 with step 5

o
. Then, this is repeated at depths 50, 100, 150, 200mm. 

Test case2: Repeat NN tests when adding noise to the interpolated pressure distribution 

curves generated from COMSOL models. 

The simulation results will be presented in the next section. 
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3.3  Simulations and Results 

The simulation is divided mainly into five parts: the finite element data generation, 

data preparation, neural networks training, neural networks validation, and error analysis. 

After that two test cases will be presented: inclined landmines and added noise. The forward 

approaches are utilized here to generate an artificial data using the finite element models. 

After that the inverse approaches are utilized by NN to detect the landmine characteristics: 

(type and depth) as shown in Figure 3.4. 

Figures 3.5 to 3.9 shows the sand surface pressure distribution in cases of the different 

objects mentioned in section 3.2, and Figure 3.3, at depths (from 5 mm to 205 mm with step 5 

mm) below the sand surface.  

The data (205 models, 41 models for each case of the five) is as follows: 

- 41 models of sand and Only sand plus random noise with 5% of the average as 

shown in Figure 3.5. 

- 41 models of sand and LM01 at depths: (from 5 mm to 205 mm with step 5 mm), as 

shown in Figure 3.6.  

- 41 models of sand and LM02 at depths: (from 5 mm to 205 mm with step 5 mm), as 

shown in Figure 3.7.  

- 41 models of sand and TIN at depths: (from 5 mm to 205 mm with step 5 mm), as 

shown in Figure 3.8.  

- And 41 models of sand and ROCK at depths: (from 5 mm to 205 mm with step 5 

mm), as shown in Figure 3.9.  

Figure 3.5 shows that the contact pressure distribution is nearly constant when no 

object impeded in the sand (OnlySand). The common issues in the Figure 3.6 to Figure 3.9 

are the contact pressure has certain distribution due to existence of an object in the sand; the 

closer the object to the sand surface, the higher contact pressure distribution. 
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Figure 3.5: Surface pressure (Pa) Sand only plus random noise with 5% of the average, 

repeated for same number 

 

Figure 3.6: Surface pressure (Pa) when LM01 at depths: (from 5 mm to 205 mm with 

step 5mm) 

 

 
LM01 

Sand only 
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Figure 3.7: Surface pressure (Pa) when LM02 at depths: (from 5 mm to 205 mm with 

step 5mm) 

 

Figure 3.8: Surface pressure (Pa) when TIN 200 at depths: (from 5 mm to 205 mm 

with step 5mm) 

 

 

LM02 
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Figure 3.9: Surface pressure (Pa) when Rock 200 at depths: (from 5 mm to 205 mm with 

step 5mm) 

Neural networks (NN) can extract some information from these pressure distribution curves. 

After exporting these curves to MATLAB, they are used to train NNs to do two tasks:  

1
st
 Task: To detect the object type {LM01, LM02, TIN200, ROCK200, or SandOnly}. 

2
nd

 Task:  To detect the depth at which this object is existed {range 5- 205 mm}. 

To do the first task (classification), two NN structures are investigated: Perceptron NN and 

Competitive NN. The Perceptron NN gave better results than the other because while training 

the required output target is introduced to the Perceptron NN many times (epochs) 

(supervised learning), but the other structure (Competitive NN) doesn‟t introduce the output 

target to the NN while training (unsupervised learning). The Perceptron NN consists of one 

layer with 5 neurons (each neuron detects the presence of certain object) as shown in Figure 

3.10. After training, each neuron is required to give output 1 or 0 based on the object 

presence or not. 

The data is divided into two parts, a part for training and another for validation, in order to 

ensure that the neural networks well acquired the whole relation not just the training data. 

Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 show true alarm percentage (correct detections) and the false alarm 

percentage (not correct detections) for the training data and validation data respectively. 

Table 3.2 shows that the LM01 (coded with PNN output 10000) is fully detect using (21 
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training set x 5 objects types), while the smaller landmine LM02 were harder to detect only 

67% (to reach this percentage we had to assign two codes for LM02 01000 and 00000). False 

alarm is that the NN state there is an object but there is no object which is high for LM02 

18%. Also, it is obvious that OnlySand (coded with PNN output 00001) is fully detected with 

no false alarm which is good (the NN will not indicate clear land unless it is really clear). 

 

Figure 3.10: Perceptron NN: Designed to detect the object type 

 

Table 3.2: Perceptron NN (classification) training data analysis 

\ Detect 

Data from 

LM01 LM02 TIN200 ROCK200 OnlySand 

10000 
01000 

00000 
00100 00010 00001 

True alarm 100% 67% 100% 52% 100% 

Not Detected 0% 33% 0% 48% 0% 

False alarm 0% 18% 0% 9% 0% 

True alarm rate = number of correct detections / total number of the training data pair for certain object 

True alarm rate + Not Detected = 100% 

False alarm rate = number of detections which are not correct / total number of the training set (21x5=105) 

Table 3.3 shows that the LM01 is detect with percentage 95% in the validation 20x5 

data pairs, while the smaller landmine LM02 was harder to detect only 70%. False alarm for 

LM02 is 11%. Also, it is obvious that OnlySand (coded with PNN output 00001) is fully 

detected with no false alarm which is good (the NN will not indicate clear land unless it is 

really clear). 
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Table 3.3: Perceptron NN (classification) validation data analysis 

\ Detect 

Data from 

LM01 LM02 TIN200 ROCK200 OnlySand 

10000 
01000 

00000 
00100 00010 00001 

True alarm 95% 70% 100% 50% 100% 

Not Detected 5% 30% 0% 50% 0% 

False alarm 0% 11% 0% 17% 0% 

True alarm rate = number of correct detections / total number of the validation data pair for certain object 

True alarm rate + Not Detected = 100% 

False alarm rate = number of detections which are not correct / total number of the validation set (20x5=100) 

 

After the detection of the LM01 or LM02, the second task is the depth detection.  

Another two Feed Forward NNs are used to detect the depth of the landmines under the sand, 

as shown in Figure 3.11. Each one of these two NNs is trained using the data of one of the 

two landmines. 

The data is also divided into two parts, one part for training (21 data pair each) and the other 

for validation (20 data pair each). The FFNN design is repeated 50 times and the root mean 

square of error (RMSE) is calculated for the training set and validation set, in order to select 

the appropriate FFNN design with the lowest RMSE each in training and then in validation. 

This work is repeated for FFNN sizes 1, 2, 3, and 4 neurons and the lowest validation RMSE 

is accomplished by the FFNNs of size 2 neurons for both LM01 and LM02, as shown in 

Table 3.4.  

 
Figure 3.11: Feed forward NN: Designed to detect the object depth 
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Table 3.4: Feed forward NN training and validation, Root mean Square of Error (RMSE) 

Number 

of 

neurons 

LM01 LM02 

Training Validation Training Validation 

1 0 0.057 0 0.214 

2 0 0.013 0 0.131 

3 0 0.020 0 0.139 

4 0 0.032 0 0.180 

 

 

3.3.1 Test Cases 1: Inclined Landmine 

This section studies the case of inclined landmines with angles (0
o
, 5

o
, 10

o
, 15

o
, 20

o
, 

25
o
, and 30

o
); the pressure distribution is different from that when the landmine is horizontal. 

It can be clearly seen that, as the inclination angle increases, the distribution is twisted more 

to the landmine higher side. And also the deeper the landmine the smaller the effect of the 

inclination angle on the pressure distribution, as shown in Figure 3.12.  

Finite element models are built to study the two landmines types at depths 50, 100, 

150, and 200 mm and inclination angles (0
o
, 5

o
, 10

o
, 15

o
, 20

o
, 25

o
, and 30

o
), and the surface 

pressure distribution curves are generated from each case as shown for LM01 and LM02 in 

Figure 3.12. The target of this simulation is to input these surface pressure curves to the PNN 

(designed as shown earlier in Figure 3.10) and to find the effect of inclination on the 

detection rates of the landmine types, and also to input the same surface pressure curves to 

the FFNN (designed for each LM01 and LM02 as shown earlier in Figure 3.11), in order to 

detect the depth. The results in Table 3.5, show that LM01 detection is 100% same as the 

horizontal LM02, but cross detections are found. Cross detection means that when landmine 

with certain type (Ex: LM01 code: 10000) is introduced to the NN, the resulted detection is 

the introduced landmine with a probability that at least one of the other objects assume 

ROCK200 may exist, (Ex: code:10010, means LM01 or ROCK200). LM02 is detected with 

75% same as the horizontal LM02. 
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(a) LM01, inclination effect on surface pressure at depth 50, 100, 150, 200 mm 

Figure 3.12: Inclined Landmine effect for LM01 and LM02 

 

 
Inclined landmine 
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 (b) LM02, inclination effect on surface pressure at depth 50, 100, 150, 200 mm 

Figure 3.12: Inclined Landmine effect for LM01 and LM02 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Inclined landmine 
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Table 3.5: Inclination effect on alarm rate 

        Input 

 Output 
Data of LM01 Remarks Data of LM02 Remarks 

LM01 100% All detected -- -- 

LM02 -- -- 75% Only 75% 

TIN200 11% Cross detection 0% -- 

ROCK200 32% Cross detection 25% False detection 

Sand 4% Cross detection 0% -- 

 

Table 3.6 and Table 3.7 show the error in depth detection using the FFNNs for LM01 and 

LM02 respectively; the exact depths are detected when the inclination angle is zero which is 

logical. The error increases when the inclination increases. Also when the object get deeper 

the error decreases. Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show the depth detection error at different 

depths and inclination angles for LM01 and LM02 respectively. For LM01, the error 

increases as the inclination angle increases at all depths which is logical as shown in Figure 

3.13.a. Also it indicates that the error decrease as the landmine depth increase. The reason is 

that the closer inclined object makes greater deformation to that pressure curve produced at 

inclination angle zero. In Figure 3.13.b the average error for all inclination angles also 

decrease as the landmine depth increases. 

Note1: The positive error indicates the increase of the NN estimation more than the actual 

depth. 

Note2: The logical justification for the little decrease at angle 25
o
 and depth 50mm is the 

geometrical effect of the LM01 at this depth and inclination as shown in Figure 3.13, while 

the similar curve is smooth for the LM02 as stated in Figure 3.14. 
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Table 3.6: LM01 inclination effect on depth detection 

     Actual               

           Depth 

angle(deg) 

50 

mm 
Err. 

100 

mm 
Err. 

150 

mm 
Err. 

200 

mm 
Err. 

0 50 0% 100 0% 150 0% 200 0% 

5 117 134% 160 60% 174 16% 207 3.5% 

10 283 466% 247 147% 203 35.3% 216 8% 

15 435 770% 339 239% 235 56.7% 227 13.5% 

20 494 888% 413 313% 270 80% 241 20.5% 

25 462 824% 466 366% 306 104% 259 29.5% 

30 488 876% 502 402% 346 130.7% 280 40% 

Error average: 565.4%  218.1%  60.4%  16.4% 

 

 

 
Figure 3.13: Inclined Landmine effect for LM01 

In Figure 3.14.a for LM02, the absolute error increases as the inclination angle 

increases at all depths which is logical. Also Figure 3.14.a indicates that the absolute error 

decrease as the landmine depth increase. The reason is that the closer inclined object makes 

greater deformation to the pressure curve at inclination angle zero. In Figure 3.14.b the 

average absolute error for all inclinations also decreases as the landmine depth increase.  

Note1: The negative error indicates that the decrease of the NN estimation less than the actual 

depth. 
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To sum up, the FFNN detecting the landmine depth has error= 0 at inclination angle 0
o
. This 

error increases as the inclination angle increases. And the effect of the inclination angle is 

dominant as the landmine is closer to the sand surface. 

Table 3.7:  LM02 inclination effect on depth detection 

     Actual  

           Depth 

Angle(deg) 

50 

mm 
Err. 

100 

mm 
Err. 

150 

mm 
Err. 

200 

mm 
Err. 

0 49.98 0.0% 99.99 0.0% 149.98 0.0% 200.04 0.0% 

5 8.67 -82.7% 77.39 -22.6% 133.13 -11.2% 190.82 -4.6% 

10 -10.06 -120.1% 49.8 -50.2% 123.97 -17.4% 189.6 -5.2% 

15 -13.69 -127.4% 46.15 -53.9% 128.01 -14.7% 194.68 -2.7% 

20 -16.65 -133.3% 42.32 -57.7% 129 -14.0% 197.5 -1.3% 

25 -19.44 -138.9% 35.87 -64.1% 124.62 -16.9% 195.92 -2.0% 

30 -21.75 -143.5% 27.76 -72.2% 115.11 -23.3% 189.66 -5.2% 

Error average: -106.6%  -45.8%  -13.9%  -3.0% 

 

 
Figure 3.14: Inclined Landmine effect for LM02 
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3.3.2 Test Cases 2: Noise Effect on Detection 

The real environment will not behave exactly the same as the finite element model 

does. But in fact, the sensor output will suffer from some noise. In this section, it is assumed 

random noise in the range of 5% to 20% of the signal average. The target is to monitor the 

effect of this noise on the detection rate of the NN. 

Using the data of (20 validation set x 5 objects types) with random noises 5%, 10%, 

and 20% of each signal average, Table 3.8 compares true and false alarms percentage of 

LM01 and LM02. It indicates that 5% and 10% noises do not affect the true alarm percentage 

of LM01 and LM02, which are the same 95% and 70% respectively. But at noise 20% the 

true alarm decreased to 90% and 50% respectively. It is very important to mark that there is 

no effect of the 5%-20% noises on OnlySand detection. This indicates that the output of the 

NN will not give OnlySand unless it is really only sand. 

The same test is done using the data of inclined landmine as shown in Figure 3.12, 

with random noises 5%, 10%, 20% of each signal average. Table 3.9 shows that for LM01 

the true alarm is decreased at noises 5% from 100% to 96% and at noise 20% the true alarm 

becomes 82%. For LM02 the true alarm is decreased at noises 5% from 75% to 71% and at 

noise 20% the true alarm becomes 54%. 

Table 3.8: Perceptron NN (classification) validation data analysis plus random noises 10% , 

20% of each signal average 

Detect 

Data 

from 

LM01 LM02 TIN200 ROCK200 OnlySand 

10000 
01000 

00000 
00100 00010 00001 

 
No 

Noise 

With 
noise 

10% 

With 
noise 

20% 

No 

Noise 

With 
noise 

10% 

With 
noise 

20% 

No 

noise 

With 
noise 

10% 

With 
noise 

20% 

No 

noise 

With 
noise 

10%  

With 
noise 

20% 

No 

noise 

With 
noise 

10% 

With 
noise 

20% 

True 

alarm 
95% 95% 90% 70% 70% 50% 100% 90% 85% 50% 55% 55% 100% 100% 100% 

Not 

Detected 
5% 5% 10% 30% 30% 50% 0% 10% 15% 50% 45% 45% 0% 0% 0% 

False 

alarm 
0% 0% 0% 11% 10% 10% 0% 6% 11% 17% 18% 20% 0% 0% 0% 
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Table 3.9: Inclination effect on alarm rate with signal noises 5%, 10%, 20% 

Input 

 

 

Output  

Data of LM01 Data of LM02 

Without 

noise 

with 

noise 

5% 

With 

noise 

10% 

with 

noise 

20% 

 
Without 

noise 

with 

noise 

5% 

With 

noise 

10% 

with 

noise 

20% 

LM01 100% 96% 93% 82%  -- -- -- -- 

LM02 -- -- 4% 4%  75% 71% 68% 54% 

TIN- 

200 
11% 18% 21% 18%  -- -- 7% 18% 

ROCK- 

200 
32% 32% 25% 36%  25% 29% 25% 28% 

Sand 4% 4% 4% 4%  -- -- -- -- 
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CHAPTER 4 : SENSOR DYNAMIC MODELING 

 

The main target in this chapter is to utilize the application of a dynamic force to detect 

the ground stiffness ko, which can be considered an indication of object presence (Ex: 

landmine). A complete derivation for single DOF sensor and two DOF are presented and then 

a detailed comparison is tabulated. 

Also, this chapter focuses on the presentation of the novel contact sensor for landmine 

detection. The sensor principle is based on the concept of 2-DOF vibration absorber system 

(two spring and two masses), to detect the presence of an object (landmine) in sand which 

modeled as a third spring. The 3
rd

 spring stiffness (the sand stiffness) can be measured as 

function of the vibration absorber frequency ωAbs (the frequency at which the 2
nd

 mass gives 

zero amplitude (theoretically proven)) and the 1
st
 mass gives near to peak. When the sand 

stiffness changed due to existence of the landmine, the vibration absorber frequency ωAbs 

changes, and subsequently the landmine can be detected. The mathematical proof of the idea 

is verified by simulation on Matlab and finite element COMSOL Multi-physics. The system 

parameters are chosen to be associated with the sand-landmine stiffness measurement range. 

The simulation results are optimized to give best sensitivity and linearity of the sensor output. 

The sensor gives sensitivity of 1559 Hz/(MN/m) and linearity better than 95%. Finally, a 

detailed design procedure for the contact stiffness sensor for landmine detection is developed. 
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4.1  Vibration Analysis of Difference Sensor Architecture 

In this section the main target is to utilize the application of a dynamic force to detect 

the ground stiffness ko, which can be considered an indication of object presence (Ex: 

landmine). A complete derivation for single DOF sensor and two DOF are presented and then 

a detailed comparison is tabulated. 

4.1.1 Single DOF Sensor System 

Single DOF system has one mass m1 and one spring k1 as shown in Figure 4.1. This 

system is excited from its suspension in order to detect the ground stiffness ko. The direct 

relation can be derived as follows: 

 
Figure 4.1: Single DOF sensor System 

The dynamic equation: 

    
   (     )                                                                                                (   ) 

        Non linear relation with Ko 
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Let : m1 and k1 selected in order to make ω1= ω …. Resonance 

                                       (   ) 
It must be noted here, this relation can be acquired only at resonance. 

4.1.2 Two DOF Sensor System 

Two DOF system has two masses m1 and m2 and two springs k1 and k2 as shown in 

Figure 4.2. This system is excited from its suspension in order to detect the ground stiffness 

ko. The direct relation can be derived as follows: 

  

 

Figure 4.2: Two DOF sensor system 
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Dynamic equations: 
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Dynamic equations in matrix form: 

[
    

  (     )    
       

  (     )
] *
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]       (    ) 

By solving these two equations manually or by symbolic toolbox 
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Also the partial derivatives indicate the effect of each parameter. 
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Let : m1 and k1 selected in order to make ω11= ω …. Not resonance 
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Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 study the effect of increasing the excitation freq. ω at  k1 =4 

MN/m and at two diffent value of m1 4gm and 40 gm. Where the accleration amplitudes 

incease as the excitation frequency w increase. And the accleration amplitudes decrease as 

the masses increase. While the amplitudes ratio R dependent only on ko linearly. 

 
(a) Accerlation Amplitudes of the two masses versus the stiffness Ko 

 

 
(b) Amplitudes Ratio R=X2/X1 =w

2
X2 /w

2
X1 linear relation with the stiffness Ko 

 

Figure 4.3: Accerlation Amplitudes and ratio versus at higher excitation frequency range 

550-950 Hz and at K1 = 4 MN/m and m1 = 4 gm 
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When w= 550:100:950 Hz,  K2= 4MN/m   (hard) 
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(a) Accerlation Amplitudes of the two masses versus the stiffness Ko 

 

 
(b) Amplitudes Ratio R=X2/X1 =w

2
X2 /w

2
X1 linear relation with the stiffness Ko 

 

Figure 4.4: Accerlation Amplitudes and ratio versus at lower excitation frequency range 50-

550 Hz and at K1 = 4 MN/m and m1 = 40 gm 
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Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 study the effect of decreasing the stiffness k1 while k2 =4 

MN/m and m1 = m2 = 40 gm and w=50 Hz. The accleration amplitude X1 deceases as the 

stiffness k1 decreases. And the accleration amplitudes decrease as the masses increase. While 

the amplitudes ratio R dependent on ko linearly. And R increases dramatically with 

decreasing the stiffness k1. 

 

(a) Accerlation Amplitudes of the two masses versus the stiffness Ko 

 

 

(b) Amplitudes Ratio R=X2/X1= w
2
X2 /w

2
X1 linear relation with the stiffness Ko 

 

Figure 4.5: Accerlation Amplitudes and ratio versus at lower range of k1 with excitation 

frequency 50 Hz and at K2 = 4 MN/m and m1 = 40 gm 

 

When w= 50 Hz,  K1= linspace (4e3, 4e4, 10) N/m 
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2
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(a) Accerlation Amplitudes of the two masses versus the stiffness Ko 

 

 

(b) Amplitudes Ratio R=X2/X1 = w
2
X2 /w

2
X1 linear relation with the stiffness Ko 

 

Figure 4.6: Accerlation Amplitudes and ratio versus at higher range of k1 with excitation 

frequency 50 Hz and at K2 = 4 MN/m and m1 = 40 gm 
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Figure 4.7 shows the selected design in accelerometer range of 600g, where g is the 

gravity 9.81 m/s
2
 nearly 10 m/s

2
 and excitation frequency 380 Hz, m1 =m2 = 40 gm, K1 = 400 

kN/m (softer), and K2 = 4 MN/m(harder). 

 

(b) Amplitudes Ratio R=X2/X1 = w
2
X2 /w

2
X1 linear relation with the stiffness Ko 

 

Figure 4.7: Accerlation Amplitudes and ratio versus at lower range of k1 with excitation 

frequency 380 Hz and at K1 = 400 kN/m (softer), K2 = 4 MN/m(harder) and m1 = 40 gm 
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4.1.3 Comparison between Single DOF and Two DOF Sensor Systems 

 

In this section a comparison between the two sensors models and required formula, as 

proved earlier. The main advantage in the 2DOF sensor model is that the linear formula is 

obtained at         √        away from resonance frequencies of the system as shown 

in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1: Comparison between 1 DOF and 2 DOF sensor systems 

 Modelling 

Method: 
Requirement Output Advantages Disadvantages 

1DOF 

spring 

only 

  
  𝑡  𝑡 

    𝑡
 
      

   
   

  

 
 

     (    
  

  
 ) 

    (         ) 
At 

        √       …resonance 

       
 

Ko is 

Linear  

with the 

ratio 

1/(X/Y) 

Linear relation 

R=1/Z = 

f(Ko,K1) 

1- Need to work 

at ω =ω1 (the 

resonance freq.) 

2- The input 

vibration is 

transferred to the 

ground, which 

may affect the 

measurements. 

2DOF 

spring 

only 

  
  𝑡  𝑡  

  𝑡  𝑡  
 
    
    

 

 

     (    
  

   
 ) 

    (          ) 
At 

        √       not resonance 

       
 

Ko is 

Linear  

with the 

ratio 

(X2/X1) 

- Linear relation 

R = f(Ko,K1) 

- with big K2 

,can be isolated 

from the ground 

- Need to work 

at ω = ω 11  

(not the 

resonance freq.) 

1- The input 

vibration is 

transferred to the 

ground, which 

may affect the 

measurements. 

 

The above methods still need experimental verification. In the next chapter, another 

method (based on the vibration absorption phenomenon) will be presented, because the ratio 

R = X2 / X1 may suffer from noise in the experimental work especially if noise in X1.  
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4.2   Novel Sensor Description 

The sensor is modeled as 2-DOF system, where m1, m2, k1, and k2 are small mass, big 

mass, small spring stiffness and big spring stiffness, respectively. While the ground stiffness 

is modeled as ko (sensed object stiffness), as shown in Figure 4.8. The mass m2 is subjected to 

sinusoidal excitation force: fu = Fu sin (ωt), where Fu is the excitation force amplitude and ω 

is the excitation frequency, respectively. The system is designed to satisfy the vibration 

absorber phenomenon where: 

    √          √     
                      (    )  

At ko equals zero (no object is in contact) and when the system operates at ω = ω22 = ω11 the 

vibration absorber phenomenon occurred (where the displacement of the mass m2 equals zero 

and the whole the excitation energy is absorbed by the mass m1. where the absorber part (m1, 

k1) exerts a force equals and opposites to the acting force on m2 [56]. When the sensor 

contacts an object with certain stiffness ko, the overall system natural frequencies are shifted 

and also the vibration absorber frequency ωAbs of the phenomenon is also shifted. There is a 

direct relation between ko and that frequency as will be clarified in the following derivation. 

 

Figure 4.8: Sensor physical model and free body diagram. 
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4.3   Mathematical Derivation 

From the free body diagram in Figure 4.8 the dynamic equations are as follow: 

    
   (     )                               (    ) 

     
   (     )         𝑢                     (    ) 

By solving these differential equations, the amplitudes X1, X2 are: 
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A vibration absorber phenomenon occurs at: X2=0   
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Thus the frequency at the vibration absorber phenomenon: 

     √   
 (  

  
  
)                           (    ) 

Thus the ground stiffness ko and the frequency (ωAbs), at which the vibration absorber 

phenomenon occurs can be expressed as follows: 

𝒌𝒐   𝒌 (
 𝐴𝑏𝑠
 

   
 
  )                         (    ) 
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4.4  Measuring Range of Sand-Landmine Problem 

Unlike Young‟s modulus, stiffness is not only dependent on the material property of 

an object, but also on its dimensions. It is assumed that, the ground material is 

homogeneous elastic and incompressible. If the ground is excited by a vertical load, fu, 

acting over an indentor of radius r as shown in Figure 4.9, the local static stiffness of the 

land ko can be expressed as follows [57]: 

  
(    ) 

   
                            (    ) 

   
 

 
 

   

(    )
                             (    ) 

Where: E, ν, h, and d, are the Young‟s Modulus, Poisson‟s ratio of the ground, the 

ground height from rigid rock and indentation depth respectively.  

 

Figure 4.9: Indentation model parameters. 

 

From Equation (4.32), in order to estimate the stiffness measuring range, it is required 

to select the Young‟s modulus range and the indentor radius. Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show 

Young‟s Modulus for granular and cohesive materials [58-61]. From literature, typical 

medium uniform sand Young's modulus values: 30- 50 MPa. Base on the sand-landmine 

finite element model, the stiffness of the sand above landmine increases around three times 

[52]. In this model Young‟s Modulus range is selected be up to 150 MPa (50MPa x 3) to 

represent the presence of landmine with the indentor radius is 5 mm. By applying Equation 

(4.32), the stiffness measuring range can be estimated as 0-2 MN/m. 
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Table 4.2: Typical values of Young's modulus for granular material (MPa) 

Type Description Loose Medium Dense 

GW, SW Gravels/Sand well-graded 30-80 80-160 160-320 

SP Sand, uniform 10-30 30-50 50-80 

GM , SM Sand/Gravel silty 7-12 12-20 20-30 

 

Table 4.3: Typical values of Young's modulus for cohesive material (MPa) 

Type Description 
Very soft to 

soft 

Medium Stiff to very 

stiff 

Hard 

ML 
Silts with slight 

plasticity 
2.5 - 8 10 - 15 15 -40 40 - 80 

ML, CL 
Silts with low 

plasticity 
1.5 - 6 6 -10 10 - 30 30 -60 

CL 
Clays with low-

medium plasticity 
0.5 - 5 5 -8 8 - 30 30 - 70 

CH 
Clays with high 

plasticity 
0.35 - 4 4 -7 7 - 20 20 - 32 

OL Organic silts - 0.5 -5 - - 

OH Organic clays - 0.5 -4 - - 

4.5   Parameters Selection Criterion Based on Vibration Absorber System 

In this section the criterion for selecting the sensor parameters (m1, k1, m2, and k2) are 

decided: 

1. First of all the ratio between the springs stiffness and the masses must satisfy the 

vibration absorber equality in Equation (4.22). 

2. To get clear point of phenomenon occurrence (easily find zero displacement at 

m2), m1/m2 = 0.5 is considered [56].  

3. The relation between ωAbs-ko derived in Equations (4.29, 4.30), should be linear 

through the working range, in order to maintain constant sensitivity along the 

measuring range. 

4. The sensitivity value (dωAbs/dko), which is directly adapted by (k1, and m1) should 

be as large as possible to realize high accuracy when obtaining the object stiffness 

ko. 

5. The masses m1 and m2 should be as small as possible in order to not activate the 

landmine. 

6. The masses m1 and m2 should be as small as possible in order increase the 

frequency range at certain k1, and k2. 
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4.6   Modeling and Simulation 

4.6.1 Mathematical Model 

In this section the frequency responses of x1 and x2, the displacements of the lumped 

masses m1 and m2, respectively, are determined using MATLAB, based on Equations (4.25, 

4.26). Then, the frequency at which the zero displacement at m2 occurs (vibration absorber 

phenomenon) is determined using the flowchart shown in Figure 4.10. The relation between 

the sand stiffness (ko) and the corresponding frequency (ωAbs), at which the vibration absorber 

occurs is determined as for the selected design parameters: m1= 0.0017 kg, k1= 1.78 kN/m 

(based on the available Piezo actuator PIEZO SYSTEMS: T434-A4-201), m2= 2 m1, and k2= 

2k1 (criteria 1 and 2 are applied here). The normalized displacements, of the two masses vs. 

the excitation frequency, are presented in Figure 4.11, at certain ko values.  

 

 

Figure 4.10: Flow chart of the mathematical model algorithm. 
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Figure 4.11: Frequency response of x2, x1 at certain ground stiffness ko values, and the 

corresponding vibration absorber frequency ωAbs. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.12: Frequency response at certain ground stiffness ko values, and the corresponding 

vibration absorber frequency ωAbs. 
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From the Figure 4.11, and at ko= 0 N/m (blue curve), it is clear that the vibration 

absorber phenomenon is happened at frequency ω = ωAbs= 161.2 Hz, where the x2 response 

equals zero. For the same sensor parameters but at different ground stiffness values: ko= {10
4
, 

10
5
} N/m, the corresponding vibration absorber frequencies are different. As presented in 

Figure 4.12, it is clear that this relation is nonlinear. This is why the sensor parameters should 

be properly selected to fulfill the criteria in section 4.5. In the next section a finite element 

method will be used to determine the vibration absorber frequency of the sensor system when 

subjected to different land stiffness ko. The sensor dimension will be selected to fulfill the 

selection criteria 3, 4, 5, and 6 in section 4.5. 

 

Figure 4.13: Piezo-electric version of the proposed sensor 

 

4.6.2 Finite Element model (with COMSOL Multiphysics) 

In this section the sensor parameters (m1, k1, m2, and k2) and its dimension will be 

selected to give the best sensitivity and linearity of the sensor. The numerical value of the 

sensor parameters will be based on the commercial Piezo-electric actuators cantilever system 

as shown in Figure 4.13. The two springs k1 and k2, which are shown in Figure 4.8 are 

presented by the stiffness of the cantilever beams. The masses m1 and m2 which in Figure 4.8 

is represented by the equivalent masses of the two Piezo-electric cantilever plus the 

concentrated masses which shown in Figure 4.13. 

The Piezo-electric actuators is chosen here because it offers excitation with high 

frequency range more than the frequency range offered by commercial motors which used in 

the excitation systems such as rotating mass unbalance or cam-follower. 
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4.6.2.1 The COMSOL Model 

Model Type: 2D Solid Mechanics 

Material: Piezo-ceramic, Lead Zirconate Titanate, Piezo Systems Material Designation Type 

5A4E (Navy Type II) 

Elastic Modulus: 52 GPa, Poisson's: 0.38, Density: 8216 kg/m
3
 

Geometry: As shown in Figure 4.14, two block for the two masses and two beams for the 

two springs. 

Beam1 width= Beam2 width=28.6 mm,  

Mass1= 1.5 gm, Mass2= 3 gm. 

Note: the mass m1 in the mathematical modeling and MATLAB simulation is the equivalent 

mass [56]: 

         
          

 
                    (    ) 

Beam thickness = height (t) = n*0.86mm,  

Where n = 1 to 5. This is to increase the beams stiffness dramatically based on the stiffness 

relation: 

  
  𝑡 

  
                                (    ) 

Where: E, w, t, and Lc are the Young‟s Modulus, width, height, and length. Based on 

this relation and the n values, the stiffness k1 is {1, 8, 27, 64, and 125} times the original 

spring stiffness with n=1 and t=0.86 mm. These values of k1 will be used to study the effect 

of changing its value on the sensor sensitivity and linearity. 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Finite element COMSOL model 2D beam model, load and boundary constrains 
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Solid Mechanics: 

Boundary conditions: fixed from left. 

Boundary load:  applied at the end of the beam2, harmonic perturbation force per 

unit length in y direction: 5x10
2
 N/m. 

Spring foundation to represent the object stiffness (the ground in our case), at each 

beam thickness we will find the sensor output frequency with different land stiffness: ko= { 

0, 10
2
, 5x10

2
, 10

3
, 3x10

3
, 5x10

3
, 8x10

3
, 10

4
, 3x10

4
, 5x10

4
, 8x10

4
, 10

5
, 2x10

5
, 3x10

5
, 4x10

5
, 

5x10
5
, 8x10

5
, 10

6
, 1.5x10

6
, 2x10

6
 } N/m. 

Meshing: the system is meshed by: 

Type: free Triangular. Size: extremely fine. 
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CHAPTER 5 : SIMULATION RESULTS AND 

PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION 

 

This chapter illustrates the sensor finite element model simulations results. After that 

it presents the optimization process and the optimum design results. The two natural 

frequencies, the mode shapes, and the vibration absorber frequency of the system (which 

composed of Piezo Systems: T434-A4-201), are determined. Finally it lists a detailed design 

procedure for the whole process. 

  

5.1 Simulation Results 

The effect of changing the sand stiffness (ko) on the sensor vibration absorber 

frequency is shown in Figure 5.1, the simulation results is presented for (n=1, k1 =1.78 

kN/m).  

Figure 5.1 shows that, this design dimension couldn‟t satisfy the required 

measurement range 0- 2 MN/m because saturation occurs after stiffness (ko) = 2x10
5
 N/m. 

Also another problem appears that the vibration absorber frequency (ωAbs) is very close to the 

upper natural frequency of the system in the range up to ko = 10
5
 N/m, as shown in Figure 

5.2. This means it is difficult to distinguish the vibration absorber frequency (ωAbs), during 

changing the excitation frequency. At ko= 10
5
 N/m the difference between the second natural 

frequency and the vibration absorber frequency is very small around 14 Hz, which is one of 

the drawbacks of this design parameter value (n=1, k1=1.78 kN/m). 
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Figure 5.1: Linearity of the relation between ωAbs-ko (finite element model) ko range (0 – 2 

MN/m) at (n = 1, k1=1.78 kN/m). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Sensor frequencies when changing stiffness ko at (n=1, k1=1.78 kN/m). 
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5.2  Parameter Optimization 

In this section, it may be better to start with a question:  

“How to: maximize the linearity, range and also the sensitivity?” 

Figure 5.1 shows the linearity in terms of square correlation (R
2
) of the relation 

between ωAbs-ko in the range (0 – 2 MN/m) at the design parameter (n=1, k1=1.78 kN/m). R
2
 

=37% isn‟t acceptable. 

The design criteria 1 and 2 is used with each design configuration at n= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

For each stiffness k1 in Table 5.1, finite element studies are carried out to find the vibration 

absorber frequency (ωAbs) when the ground stiffness (ko) changes in the range (0 – 2 MN/m). 

After that the sensitivity and the linearity are calculated for each design configuration based 

on the selection criteria in section 4.5. 

To find the best sensor stiffness k1, the sensitivity and linearity is drawn vs. k1, as 

shown in Figure 5.3. It shows also that the linearity increases as the stiffness k1 increases. On 

the other hand the sensitivity increases also up to a certain level and then decreases. For 

getting best sensitivity with acceptable linearity, one of the three optimization rules can be 

considered, as follows: 

1. Select k1 which give max sensitivity: at k1= 6.5 x10
4
 N/m 

 Sensitivity=3200 Hz/ (2MN/m) =1600 Hz/ (MN/m) 

 But linearity is not good:  91% 

2. Or select the breakpoint, the best of both sensitivity and linearity (considering the 

importance of both is equally weighted): at  k1= 1.8x10
5
 N/m 

 Sensitivity= 3080 Hz /(2MN/m) = 1540 Hz /(MN/m)  

 And linearity= 95.1% 

3. Or select the best possible sensitivity that satisfy some acceptable linearity such as 95%, 

from the standard Piezo-electric actuator (n=4, k1=1.14x10
5
 N/m). 

 Sensitivity= 3118.76 Hz/ (2MN/m)= 1559.38 Hz/ (MN/m)  

 And linearity= 95% 

By analyzing these optimization rules, and considering our target to fabricate a sensor 

with best performance. The 1
st
 rule is not suitable as the linearity is not good 91%. The 2

nd
 

rule doesn‟t enhance the linearity too much than the 3
rd

 rule and also lower sensitivity. Based 

on the ( n = 4 ) parameters configuration can be considered an optimum, at which:  

k1 =1.14x10
5
 N/m,  k2 = 2*k1=2.28x10

5
 N/m.  
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According to the design criteria 5 and 6 (to minimize the masses as possible), m2 is 

selected by adding the equivalent mass of the beam2 to the expected lumped mass (3gm) 

of a position sensor at mass2, as shown in Figure 4.13.   

m2= 5 gm,    m1= 0.5 m2 =2.5 gm. 

After determining the best sensor parameter in the range of sand stiffness, the finite 

element simulation is carried out to examine these parameters on the sensor behavior. 

 

Table 5.1: Parameter k1 changes effect on sensitivity and linearity 

n k1
 (a)

 
Total equivalent 

mass m1
 (a) Sensitivity R

2
 

 N/m kg Hz/(2MN/m)  

1 1.78x10
3
 0.00173 1121.25 0.37 

2 1.43x10
4
 0.00199 2313.72 0.68 

3 4.82x10
4
 0.00224 3136.05 0.90 

4 1.14x10
5
 0.00250 3118.76 0.95 

5 2.23x10
5
 0.00275 2795.01 0.96 

       (a) m1 and k1 and are calculated based on Equations 4.33, and 4.34. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Optimization based on the sensor stiffness k1. 
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5.3  Sensor Behavior with Optimum Parameter 

This section will present simulation of the sensor with optimized parameters using the 

finite element by COMSOL, and then these results will be compared with the simplified 

mathematical model derived in section 4.3, using MATLAB. 

The COMSOL model here is the same as that described in section 4.6.2, as shown in 

Figure 4.14, except that in Geometry: Height = 4*0.86mm. As n= 4, so the number of 

actuators at beam1 is four layers and hence k1=1.14x10
5
 N/m. 

Figure 5.4 shows the vibration absorber frequency (ωAbs), and the two natural 

frequencies of the sensor at different ko. It is clear that the vibration absorber frequency (ωAbs) 

can be easily distinguished from the two natural frequencies (the difference is more than 200 

Hz in the worst case). The natural frequency mode shapes and the vibration absorber case of 

the sensor with optimum parameters are shown in Figure 5.5. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Optimum Sensor frequencies change when changing stiffness ko Range (0-2 

MN/m) at (n = 4, k1=1.14x10
5
 N/m). 
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By applying the optimum parameters to the algorithm in Figure 4.10, the frequency 

response at the lumped masses m1 and m2 based on Equations 4.25, 4.26 can be calculated by 

MATLAB. Figure 5.6 shows a comparison between the mathematical results from MALAB 

and the finite element by COMSOL. As shown in Figure 5.6, a difference lower than 10% is 

occurred between the mathematical calculation by MATLAB and finite element simulation 

by COMSOL. 

 
 

(a) Y-displacement (mm), 1
st
 natural frequency at 897.14 Hz 

 

 

 
 

(b) Y-displacement (mm), 2
nd

 natural frequency at 2160.42 Hz 

 

 

  

 

(c) Y-displacement (mm), Vibration absorber phenomenon at frequency ωAbs=1441.16 Hz 

when displacement =0 at m2. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Finite element COMSOL model responses at ground stiffness ko = 10
5
 N/m and 

(n = 4 , k1=1.14x10
5
 N/m). 
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Figure 5.6: Optimum design comparison between the theoretical results and finite element 

results for stiffness ko range (0 – 2 MN/m) at (n = 4, k1=1.14x10
5
 N/m). 

5.4  Design Procedure of the Sensor 

This concept can be applied to any application in which the stiffness measurement is 

needed. The measurement range may be modified according to the application. Then the 

following design procedure can be applied to find the best sensitivity and linearity of the 

sensor in the desired range as follows: 

1. Start with the selection of the measuring range according the required application, see 

section 4.4. For sand-landmine problem a range of (0 to 2 MN/m) is selected. 

2. Decide the required masses at m1 and m2, which include some additional parts (ex: 

position sensor). It must be low, because increasing the masses decreases the 

sensitivity. 

3. Use the simplified mathematical model to investigate the sensor performance from 

Equation (4.30). As initial guess let k1= one-twentieth max range of ko. 

4. If the sensor performance is good, in terms of linearity and sensitivity. Then the fine 

tuning can be done. 

5. Use a finite element modeling tool, to verify the simplified mathematical model and 

to find the relation between the vibration absorber frequency ωAbs and the sand 

stiffness ko. 

6. Find the sensitivity and linearity at each k1. 
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7. Repeat 4, 5, and 6 at number of points around the correct guess of k1. Then draw the 

sensitivity and linearity against k1 (e.g. Figure 5.3). Then apply the suitable 

optimization rules. For example, the best sensitivity with linearity measure R
2
=95%, 

see section 5.2, to find the best sensitivity and linearity. 
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CHAPTER 6 : EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

This chapter presents an experimental prototype for the illustration of the 

mathematical proven and finite element simulated sensor based on the concept of 2-DOF 

system vibration absorber.  

6.1  The Need of a Prototype 

For getting wide detection range 0-2 MN/m in sand-landmine problem, a large Piezo 

electric system (4-layers of T434-A4-201) is required as explained in the previous 

chapters using Matlab and COMSOL. In this chapter, the proof of concept is implemented 

experimentally with just one layer of the available commercial PIEZO SYSTEMS: D220-

A4-503YB which is shown in Figure 6.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1: PIEZO SYSTEMS: D220-A4-503YB and T434-A4-201 
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6.2  Sensor Prototype 

In this section a prototype is produced to validate experimentally that the contact 

sensor (2-DOF vibration absorber based) can be used in stiffness measurements. The 

experimental setup is prepared, then the sensor behavior is investigated at no contact and at 

contact with number of different objects stiffness ko. 

As shown in Figure 6.1, the sensor prototype consists of two cantilevers which are 

built to satisfy the criterion on section 4.5, using the Piezo-electric bending actuators D220-

A4-503YB. Where the system parameters are: 

k1 = 188 N/m,  

m1 =  3.4 + 10.3/4 = 6 gm,  

k2 = 2k1,  

m2 = 2m1 

 

(1) Two Piezo-electric bending Actuators    (2) Indentor   

(3) Test specimen 1 with stiffness ko          (4) Eddy current position sensor probe 

(5) Position sensor level adjustment mechanism  

 

  Figure 6.2: Sensor Prototype 

Base 

(4) 

(3) (1) (2) 

(5) 
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6.3  Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup consists of the sensor prototype, signal generator, amplifier, 

position sensor, oscilloscope and Acrylic (PMMA) cantilevers (represent the stiffness objects 

which are required to be measured), as shown in Figure 6.3. The stiffness ko values are 

calculated for the cantilever specimens using Equation 4.13, where E equals 3 GPa for 

Acrylic. 

 

 

(1) The sensor Prototype      (2) Test specimen 1     

(3) Function generator    (4) Linear Amplifier     

(5) Eddy current position sensor probe  (6) Oscilloscope 

  

Figure 6.3: Experimental setup 
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6.4  Position Sensor Calibration 

In this section, the eddy current position sensor is calibrated to work around 2mm, this 

means its output voltage is nearly zero when the metallic part is positioned 2mm away from 

its probe. The calibration experiment required a moving metallic plate (using digital Vernier) 

against the eddy current position sensor probe as shown in Figure 6.4. 

 

The Table 6.1 states the calibration experiment result, and the Figure 6.5 shows the linear, 

nonlinear and saturation ranges. All our experiments after that will be executed in the linear 

range only.  

 

 

Figure 6.4: Calibration experimental setup 
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Table 6.1: Calibration Results 

Distance (mm) Voltage (V) 

0 -5.1 

0.2 -4.61 

0.4 -4.09 

0.9 -2.86 

1.25 -1.99 

1.4 -1.63 

1.6 -1.17 

2.05 -0.17 

2.25 0.24 

2.55 0.83 

2.9 1.41 

3.2 1.88 

3.5 2.29 

3.8 2.65 

4.4 3.36 

5.01 3.7 

5.34 3.87 

5.55 4 

5.82 4.07 

6.13 4.2 

6.6 4.33 

6.95 4.39 

7.22 4.44 

7.83 4.5 

8 4.54 

8.27 4.55 

8.46 4.55 

8.93 4.58 
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Figure 6.5: Eddy current position sensor calibration curve 
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6.5  Specimens Preparations  

In this section, different sizes of the Acrylic (PMMA) cantilevers were fabricated 

using the Universal Laser-Cutting Machine as shown in Figure 6.6. 

This laser cutting machine can be adjusted for cutting Acrylic with two factors: the 

cutting power and cutting peed. 

Where: 

The full cutting power = 30 Watt 

And for each cutting operation, the operator adjusts the percentage of the full cutting 

power and full cutting speed.  

 

 

Figure 6.6: Universal Laser Cutting Machine 
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Table 6.2 lists the Specimen stiffness calculation for Experiments set. In order to give 

almost 20 multiples of stiffness ko. All of these 20 specimens are fabricated at the same 

power 50% and speed 50%.  

Table 6.2: Experiment #3 – Specimens stiffness calculations 

Experiment 

Set#- 

Specimen# 

Length 

Lc 

Width 

w 

Thickness 

t 

Young’s

modulus 

E 

Stiffness  

ko= (E w t^3 )/(4Lc^3) 

mm m mm G Pa N/m 

Exp3_SP01 75 2.05 2.48 3 55 

Exp3_SP02 75 4.66 2.45 3 122 

Exp3_SP03 75 7.05 2.45 3 184 

Exp3_SP04 75 9.53 2.44 3 246 

Exp3_SP05 75 11.99 2.46 3 316 

Exp3_SP06 75 14.52 2.47 3 387 

Exp3_SP07 75 16.85 2.48 3 459 

Exp3_SP08 75 19.50 2.50 3 540 

Exp3_SP09 75 21.89 2.52 3 620 

Exp3_SP10 75 24.48 2.58 3 744 

Exp3_SP11 75 27.02 2.60 3 844 

Exp3_SP12 75 29.38 2.65 3 972 

Exp3_SP13 75 32.07 2.70 3 1118 

Exp3_SP14 75 34.35 2.74 3 1256 

Exp3_SP15 75 37.13 2.79 3 1439 

Exp3_SP16 75 39.53 2.83 3 1593 

Exp3_SP17 75 41.96 2.87 3 1770 

Exp3_SP18 75 44.57 2.88 3 1893 

Exp3_SP19 75 47.00 2.96 3 2174 

Exp3_SP20 75 49.57 3.01 3 2411 
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Figure 6.7 shows the output specimens of such cutting operation and Figure 6.8 shows 

specimen fixed the stiffness sensor in the final setup. 

 

Figure 6.7: Twenty specimens fabricated with widths from 2.5 mm to 22.5 mm, with step 

2.5 mm. 

 

Figure 6.8: 5mm width specimen fixed in the final stiffness sensor setup 
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6.6  Experiment #3 

In this section, the sensor response is investigated at no contact (ko =0) and at contact 

with different stiffness. It is very important to mark that, the noise amplitude in the system is 

measured to be 80 mv as shown in Figure 6.9, which implies that the actual amplitude of the 

sensor at detection mode (vibration absorber mode) is nearly zero, as mathematically proven 

in Chapter 4, previously. Also Figure 6.10 shows the maximum possible displacement x2 

using the Oscilloscope ko=0, and with excitation at 1
st
 resonance mode.   

The relation between the stiffness ko and the 3 modes (1
st
 and 2

nd
 resonances and 

vibration absorber) can be divided into three zones for each: linear zone, nonlinear zone, and 

saturation zone. It is clear that: The 1
st
 resonance frequency-stiffness (ω1-ko) relation is the 

most critical (very high Pk-Pk) and lower sensitivity and linearity. The 2
nd

 resonance 

frequency-stiffness (ω2-ko) relation has wider linearity range than the others. The vibration 

absorber frequency-stiffness (ωAbs-ko) relation has the highest sensitivity in the linear zone.  

 

Figure 6.9: Oscilloscope output no excitation exist, noise only exist.   
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Figure 6.10: Oscilloscope output at ko=0, and with excitation at 1
st
 resonance mode.   

 

The sensor response is investigated at no contact (ko =0) and at contact with different 

stiffness as shown in Table 6.3 for 1
st
 resonance mode, Table 6.4 for vibration absorber mode 

and Table 6.5 for 2
nd

 resonance. The average frequency of 5 repeats of each specimen is used. 

The standard deviation (SD) is calculated to draw the error bar in Figure 6.11. 

Figure 6.11 shows that the relation between the stiffness ko and the 3 modes (1
st
 and 

2
nd

 resonances and vibration absorber) can be divided into three zones for each: linear zone, 

nonlinear zone, and saturation zone. It is clear that: The 1
st
 resonance frequency-stiffness (ω1-

ko) relation is the most critical (very high Pk-Pk) and lower sensitivity and linearity. The 2
nd

 

resonance frequency-stiffness (ω2-ko) relation has wider linearity range than the others. The 

vibration absorber frequency-stiffness (ωAbs-ko) relation has the highest sensitivity in the 

linear zone. Sensitivity= 7.58 (N/m) / Hz. 
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Table 6.3: 1
st
 resonance frequency change with stiffness ko 

Stiff. ko 1
st
 Resonance (Hz) Pk-Pk 

N/m Iter.1 Iter.2 Iter.3 Iter.4 Iter.5 Avg Std.Dev. Volt 

0 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 13.1 0.000 8 

55 19 19 19 19 19 19 0.000 4.4 

122 24.1 24.2 24.1 24.1 24.2 24.14 0.055 2.9 

184 27.3 27.4 27.4 27.4 27.3 27.36 0.055 2.1 

246 30 30 29.9 29.9 29.9 29.94 0.055 1.8 

316 32.5 32.4 31.6 31.6 31.7 31.96 0.451 2 

387 32.9 33.3 33.3 33.3 33.2 33.2 0.173 1.5 

459 34.6 34.7 34.7 34.7 34.7 34.68 0.045 1.6 

540 34.3 34.9 34.9 35 34.9 34.8 0.283 1 

620 35.4 36 36 35.9 35.8 35.82 0.249 1 

744 36.5 37 37 36.9 36.9 36.86 0.207 1 
 

 

Table 6.4: Vibration absorber frequency change with stiffness ko 

Stiff. ko Vibration Absorber mode (Hz) Pk-Pk 

N/m Iter.1 Iter.2 Iter.3 Iter.4 Iter.5 Avg Std.Dev. Volt 

0 29.4 29.5 29.4 28.9 29.6 29.36 0.270 0.076 

55 34.9 34.7 34.9 35 34.6 34.82 0.164 0.078 

122 42.5 42.4 42.5 42.5 42.4 42.46 0.055 0.089 

184 53.2 53.6 54 53.8 53.8 53.68 0.303 0.047 

246 55.2 55 55 55.2 55 55.08 0.110 0.047 

316 54.6 54.8 55.5 57 57.5 55.88 1.307 0.057 

387 54.2 59.1 59.8 59.8 59.8 58.54 2.445 0.08 

459 61 61.5 62 61.5 61.5 61.5 0.354 0.05 

540 64 60.5 60.5 60.5 61.5 61.4 1.517 0.05 

620 63.1 61 62.5 64.5 64 63.02 1.370 0.065 

744 66 67 67.5 67.5 67.5 67.1 0.652 0.069 
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Table 6.5: 2
nd

 resonance frequency change with stiffness ko 

Stiff. ko 2
nd

 Resonance (Hz) Pk-Pk 

N/m Iter.1 Iter.2 Iter.3 Iter.4 Iter.5 Avg Std.Dev. Volt 

0 56.4 56.4 56.4 56.3 56.3 56.36 0.055 2.1 

55 56.9 56.8 56.9 56.8 56.8 56.84 0.055 1.6 

122 59.6 58.7 58.9 58.9 58.8 58.98 0.356 1.1 

184 60.1 59.8 60.2 60 60.4 60.1 0.224 0.8 

246 60.8 60.6 60.6 60.7 60.7 60.68 0.084 0.7 

316 62.9 62.8 63.6 63.7 63.2 63.24 0.404 0.4 

387 70.3 70.2 70.5 70.6 70.5 70.42 0.164 0.4 

459 70.4 70.3 70.4 70.3 70.4 70.36 0.055 0.4 

540 70.3 70.3 70 70 70 70.12 0.164 0.33 

620 70.3 70 70 70.5 70 70.16 0.230 0.33 

744 70.5 70.5 70.5 70 70 70.3 0.274 0.33 

 

 

 
Figure 6.11: Experiment #3, all the specimens are form same fabrication conditions 
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6.7  Experiment #4 

In this section, the sensor response is investigated at no contact (ko =0) and at contact 

with different objects from the environment like (no object, sponge, leafs, anti-personnel 

landmine LM02, sand from the north coast, sand with metal part, clay from Borg Alarab, and 

clay with metal part) . Table 6.6 lists the 1
st
 resonance frequency, the vibration absorber 

frequency and the 2
nd

 resonance frequency of each object.  Figure 6.12 locates the three 

frequencies of sponge as an example of soft material.   

Table 6.6: Objects test 

# Object type 

1
st
 resonance 

frequency  

(Hz) 

Vibration 

absorber 

frequency(Hz) 

2
nd

 resonance 

frequency  

(Hz) 

Expected 

stiffness 

ko (N/m) 

0 No object 13.2 29.7 56.7 0 

1 Sponge   23.5 47.1 60.1 150 

2 Leafs  71.2 65.5 71.2 695 

3 AP landmine (LM02) 49 68.5 71.2 
Out of 

range 

4 Sand from the north coast 14.5 31.8 56.8 25 

5 Sand with metal part 52 67.2 70 750 

6 Clay from Borg Alarab 15 37.8 57.9 80 

7 Clay with metal part 56.6 68.2 70.5 760 
 

 

Figure 6.12: Test object 1, Sponge 
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Figure 6.13 locates the three frequencies of leafs as an example of harder material.  Figure 

6.14 locates the three frequencies of LM02 as an example of metal.  Yellow circle indicate 

acceptable measure while the red circle indicate out of range. Stiffness ko is deducted from 

the vibration absorber curve. 

 
Figure 6.13: Test object 2, leafs 

 

 
Figure 6.14: Test object 3, Anti-Personnel (LM02) 
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Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 locates the three frequencies of sand only and sand with metal.  

Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.18 locates the three frequencies of clay only and clay with metal. 

 

 
Figure 6.15: Test object 4, Sand from the sea coast 

 

 
Figure 6.16: Test object 5, Sand and metal on the surface 
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Figure 6.17: Test object 6, Clay from Borg Alarab 

 

 
Figure 6.18: Test object 1, Metal part below clay 
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CHAPTER 7 : STUDY SENSOR FABRICATION WITH 

MEMS TECHNOLOGY 

7.1  Miniaturization Advantages 

The proposed Stiffness Sensor using 2-DOF system based on Vibration Absorption 

Phenomenon is implemented with prototype in a macro-scale as shown in the previous 

chapter (Experimental Results). The core concept of sensing through vibration absorber mode 

of 2-DOF system can be utilized for many applications not only the landmine detection. 

Miniaturizing the sensor dimension has many advantages. 

The main advantages of MEMS for engineering point of view [62]: 

• Small systems tend to move or stop more quickly due to low mechanical inertia. It is 

thus ideal for precision movements and for rapid actuation. 

• Smaller size of the systems means less space requirements. This allows the packaging of 

more functional components in a single device.  

• Less material requirements mean low cost of production and transportation. 

• Miniaturized systems encounter less thermal distortion and mechanical vibration due to 

low mass. 

• Small systems have higher dimensional stability at high temperature due to low thermal 

expansion. 

• Miniaturized devices are particularly suited for biomedical and aerospace applications 

due to their minute sizes and weight. 

• Ready mass production in batches.  

From the application point of view, the benefits of MEMS design of the sensor can be 

acquired with smart prodder (for landmine detection) and also for biomedical application. 
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7.2  MEMS Design  

In MEMS design it is important to compact the architecture. For this reason, instead of 

building similar cantilevers to those in Figure 6.2 another more compact architecture is 

selected as shown in Figure 7.1. 

  
Figure 7.1: Layout 1 of the proposed sensor in MEMS. 

 

In MEMS design the stiffness high or low can be acquired easily and the mass can be 

minimized also. But the mass m1 is limited be the indentor size. 

So that starting from the indentor radius 5 mm, let the height = working stroke= 1 mm 

Silicon density= 2.3 gm/cm
3
. This implies m1 at least= 0.18 gm. 

Thus m2 = 2 m1 = 0.36 gm,   

k1=1.14x10
5
 N/m,  k2= 2.28x10

5
 N/m, 

                           

And from the optimization process in Chapter 5,  

k1=1.14x10
5
 N/m,  k2= 2.28x10

5
 N/m, 

m1 =2.5 gm, m2 = 2 m1 = 5 gm 

                           

Stiffness k1=1.14x10
5
 N/m can be obtained by many dimensions of the Silicon 

(E=2x10
11

N/m
2
) as follows in Table 7.1: 
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Table 7.1: Cantilever dimensions options to satisfy stiffness k1=1.14x10
5
 N/m 

k1 
length  

Lc 

width  

w 

thickness  

t 
Silicon E 

K= E w t^3 

/(4Lc^3) 

# mm mm mm N/m
2
 N/m 

1 15 2 1.565 2.00E+11 1.14E+05 

2 15 7.7 1 2.00E+11 1.14E+05 

3 12 2 1.255 2.00E+11 1.14E+05 

4 12 3.95 1 2.00E+11 1.14E+05 

5 10 1 1.318 2.00E+11 1.14E+05 

6 10 2.28 1 2.00E+11 1.14E+05 

7 5 1 0.658 2.00E+11 1.14E+05 

8 5 0.285 1 2.00E+11 1.14E+05 

 

7.3 Fabrication Process  

Based on Table 7.1 the selected thickness is 1 mm and the length of catiliver1 is 10 mm 

and the length of cantilevers2 is 15 mm as shown in Figure 7.2. Also Figure 7.3 represents 

the schematic of the sensor on silicon wafer. 
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Figure 7.2: Layout of the proposed sensor in MEMS with dimensions. 

 
 

Figure 7.3: Schematic representation proposed sensor in MEMS. 

 

As Figure 7.4 shows, the fabrication process of the stiffness sensor using 2-DOF vibration 

absorber system starts with silicon substrate of thickness 1 mm. then oxidation with O2 gas at 

110
o
 C that results around 1 µm layer of Silicon dioxide (SiO2). In order to deposit by 
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sputtering the piezoelectric Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) layer, two layers of Aluminium 

(Al) must be deposited (one layer before the PZT and the other after). That is to supply the 

charge to the PZT through the two Al layers. A pattern is used before the Deep Reactive Ion 

Etching (DRIE). Finally, the cantilevers are formed by etching using KOH (potassium 

hydroxide) or TMAH (Tetramethyl Ammonium Hydroxide) to remove the SiO2, and Si.  

 
Figure 7.4: Fabrication process flow of stiffness sensor based on vibration absorber  
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CHAPTER 8 : CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This work presents contact sensor design for landmine detection.   Two main modeling 

perspectives, static loading and dynamic loading, are investigated. 

The static loading model was developed to study the effect of landmine presence inside 

sand we applying 1 kPa.  Neural networks are trained to distinguish between 5 kinds of 

objects and also to detect the depth. More over intensive studies and analysis are presented of 

landmine inclination angles effect and 20% noise effect to the detection rates. 

The Dynamic loading models are also investigated for single DOF sensor and two DOF 

sensor detailed derivations and simulation are executed. Novel Stiffness Sensor using 2-DOF 

system based on Vibration Absorption Phenomenon is presented. Detailed finite element 

analysis is development in order to investigated the direct relation between the stiffness ko 

and the vibration absorber frequency ωAbs. Experimental prototype is developed and its 

performance is evaluated. 

8.1  Conclusions 

The outcome of this work could be concluded in the followings: 

1- Buried objects give different pressure distribution at the sand surface when exposed to 

pressure loading 1 kPa. 2D FEMs are studied for different objects in sand at different 

depths. The proposed inverse approach based on NN is a reliable and efficient tool for 

LM detection. 

2- PNN is used to detect the object type. The true alarm rates for training LM01 is 100%, 

and for LM02 is 67%, while, for validation LM01 is 95%, LM02 is 70%.  

3- The effect of LM inclination angles (0
o
-30

o
) is studied at depths (50, 100, 150, 

200mm). The results show same detection rates as those at no inclination. 

4- At inclination angle 0
o
, there is no error in the FFNN when detecting the depth. The 

error increases as the inclination angle increases. And the error of the inclination 

angle is dominant as the LM is closer to the sand surface.  

5- The effect of random noises 5%, 10%, and 20% of the signal average is studied. 10% 

noise doesn‟t affect the true alarms of LM01 and LM02, which are the same 95% and 

70% respectively as in validation data with no noise. 
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6- Novel contact stiffness sensor has been introduced with a detailed design procedure 

for landmine detection, based on the concept of 2-DOF vibration absorber system.  

7-  Simplified mathematical model has been introduced and simulated with MATLAB 

and verified with finite element with COMSOL. 

8- The measuring range of the sensor is chosen to be associated with typical sand 

Young's modulus values: up to 150 MPa and at indentor radius 5 mm. This gives the 

stiffness range (0-2 MN/m). 

9- The sensor design parameters are selected to satisfy the vibration absorber 

phenomenon, and optimized to give high sensitivity and good linearity. It can give as 

high sensitivity as 1559 Hz / (MN/m) and linearity (R
2
= 95%). 

10- The main advantage of this idea is that the frequency (ωAbs) searching is done away 

from the resonance points of the system. Also comparing with the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 natural 

frequency the relation between ωAbs and ko has highest sensitivity and good linearity.  

11- Experimental prototype is developed to prove the concept which indicates that:  

- The 1
st
 resonance is the worst: lower sensitivity, lower linearity and high 

deflection amplitude which may cause failure,  

- while the 2
nd

 resonance has wider linearity range.  

- On the other hand, the (ωAbs-ko) relation has the highest sensitivity in the linear 

zone. The Sensitivity is as high as 7.58  Hz/(N/m). 
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8.2  Future Work 

 

The following are some of the problems that may be attempt in the future research work: 

1. Study the electromechanical coupling in the piezoelectric transducers. 

2. Development of real scale sensor prototype (the vibration absorber based stiffness 

sensor) for sand-landmine problem (stiffness range 0-2 MN/m). 

3. Extending the proposed measurement concept (the vibration absorber based 

stiffness sensor) to other applications like the tissue compliance sensing. 

4. Automate the searching process of the three frequency modes (1
st
 natural 

frequency, vibration absorber frequency, and the 2
nd

 natural frequency) for 

example with NI-DAQ system and LAB-VIEW software. 

5. Utilization of artificial intelligence techniques like (Fuzzy logic and Neural 

Networks) to gain the best stiffness detection using the three frequency modes. 

6. Enhance the MEMS design of the propose vibration absorber based sensor model. 

Then fabricate and test. 
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APPENDIX A: SENSORS TECHNOLOGIES COMPARISION 
 The table A.1 compares the known technologies in the field of demining sensors [4]. 

 

Table A.1: Summary of the Detection Technologies Reviewed 

# Technology Operating Principle Strengths Limitations Potential for 

Humanitarian Mine 

Detection 

  Electromagnetic 

1 Electromagnetic 

Induction 

Induces electric currents 

in metal components of 

mine 

Performs in a range of 

environments 

Metal clutter; low metal 

mines 
Established technology 

2 Ground-penetrating 

Radar 

Reflects radio waves off 

mine/soil interface 

- Metallic/non-metallic 

- has the capability of 

imaging the target shape 

Roots, rocks, water 

pockets, other natural 

clutter; extremely moist or 

dry environments 

Established technology 

  

3 Electrical impedance 

Tomography 

Determines electrical 

conductivity distribution 

Detects all anomalies, 

even if nonmetal 

Dry environments; can 

detonate mine 

Unlikely to yield major 

gains 

4 X-ray backscatter Images buried objects 

with x rays 

Advanced imaging 

Ability 

  

Slow; emits radiation Unlikely to yield major 

gains 

5 Infrared/hyperspectral Assesses temperature, 

light reflectance 

differences 

Operates from safe 

standoff distances and 

scans wide areas quickly 

Cannot locate individual 

mines 

Not suitable for close-in 

detection 
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Table 1: Summary of the Detection Technologies Reviewed            (cont‟d) 

# Technology Operating Principle Strengths Limitations Potential for 

Humanitarian Mine 

Detection 

  Acoustic/Seismic 

6 Acoustic/Seismic Reflects sound or 
seismic waves off 

mines 

Low false alarm rate; 

not reliant on 

electromagnetic 

Properties 

Deep mines; vegetation 

cover; frozen ground 
Promising 

  Advanced Prodders/Probes  (touch sensors) 

7 Advanced Prodders/ 

Probes 

Provide feedback about 

nature of probed object 

and amount of force 

applied by probe 

Could deploy almost 

any type of detection 

Method 

Hard ground, roots, 

rocks; requires 

physical contact with mine 

Promising 

 Bulk Explosives 

 

8 Nuclear quadrupole 

Resonance 

Induces radio freq. 

pulse that causes the 

chemical bonds in 

explosives to resonate 

Identifies bulk 

Explosives 

TNT; liquid explosives; 

radio freq. interference; 

quartzbearing and 

magnetic soils 

Promising 

9 Neutron Induces radiation 

emissions from the 

atomic nuclei in 

Explosives 

Identifies the 

elemental content of 

bulk explosives 

Not specific to 

explosives molecule; 

moist soil; ground surface 

fluctuations 

Unlikely to yield major 

gains 
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Table A.1: Summary of the Detection Technologies Reviewed            (cont‟d) 

# Technology Operating Principle Strengths Limitations Potential for 

Humanitarian Mine 

Detection 

  Explosive Vapor 

10 Biological (dogs, 

bees, bacteria) 

Living organisms detect explosive 

vapors 

C
o
n

fi
rm

s 
p

re
se

n
ce

 o
f 

E
x

p
lo

si
v

es
 

Dry environments Basic research needed to 

determine potential (dogs 

are widely used) 

11 Fluorescent Measures changes in polymer 

fluorescence in presence of explosive 

vapors 

Dry environments Basic research needed to 

determine operational 

potential 

12 Electrochemical Measures changes  in polymer 

electrical resistance upon exposure to 

explosive vapors 

Dry environments Basic research needed to 

determine operational 

potential 

13 Piezoelectric Measures shift in resonant frequency 

of various materials upon exposure to 

explosive vapors 

Dry environments Basic research needed to 

determine operational 

potential 

14 Spectroscopic Analyzes spectral response of sample Dry environments Basic research needed to 

determine operational 

potential 
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 هلخص الرصالة

 

ػيٚ  تْاءا  ٗٗاىرٚ ذؼيق إعرغلاه اىَ٘اسد تشنو مثيش.  الأسضيح نيح الأىغاًذؼاّي ٍْاطق مصيشج فٚ اىؼاىٌ ٍِ ٍش

ىضَاُ إػرَاديح ٗعرشؼاس اىرٚ ذؼرَذ ػيٚ اىرلاٍظ. اىنصيش ٍِ الأتؽاز اىؽذيصح يرأمذ ىيثاؼس الإٍناّاخ اى٘اػذج لأظٖضج الا

 عرشؼاس الأىغاً يغريضً ٕزا اىرؽييو اىؼَيق ٗاىنصيش ٍِ ؼالاخ الإخرثاس ٗاىرعاسب اىؼَييح.اػاىيح لأّظَح 

 اىيغٌ( ٗتْاءا   فعيشذأقو ٍِ ضغظ  - kPa)1قيَرح  شاتد يغرْذ اىثؽس اىَقرشغ ػيٚ ذؽَيو عطػ الأسع تضغظ

ذٌ ذذسية  ذؽد اىشٍاه.ػَقٔ ذؽذيذ ٗمزىل عغٌ اىَطَ٘س ػيٚ عطػ الأسع يَنِ ذؽذيذ ّ٘ع اىػيٚ شنو سد اىفؼو اىْاذط 

سد فؼو ىثؽس إٍامْيح إيعاد ؼو ػنغٚ ىَغأىح ٗظ٘د ىغٌ ذؽد اىشٍاه. تَؼْٚ أّٔ ػْذٍا ينُ٘   (NN)ػظثيح اخشثن

دساعح ٗذؽييو ٗظ٘د ىغٌ  فٚ ٕزا اىثؽسذٌ  اىعغٌ.ٗػَق ّ٘ع ٗ ؼعٌذقذيش يشثنح اىؼظثيح ى اىر٘صيغ، يَنِاىضغظ ٍؼيً٘ 

. ٍِٗ شٌ اعُرخُذًِ ذ٘صيغ اىضغ٘ط اىْاذعح ػِ ٗظ٘د خَغح أّ٘اع ٍخريفح (FE)فٚ اىشٍاه تإعرخذاً اىَْزظح ٍرْإيح اىظغش 

قذيش خظائض ىر (NN) . ذٌ ذرط٘يش شلاز شثناخ ػظثيح(NN)ؼظثيح اىشثناخ ٍِ اىَعغَاخ داخو اىشٍاه فٚ ذذسية اى

ف الأظغاً اىَطَ٘سج فٚ اىشٍاه، أٍا الأشْيِ ِْ ظَ ٗاىرٚ دسُِتدَ ىرُ  (PNN) الإدساميْ٘ع اىالأىغاً الأسضيح. الأٗىٚ ٍِ 

 تدَ ىرقً٘ ترقذيش ػَق  ّ٘ػيِ ٍِ الأىغاً ذؽد الأسع.ٗاىرٚ دسُِ  (FFNN)زيح الأٍاٍيح غالأخشييِ فَٖا ٍِ ّ٘ع اىر

% ىلأىغاً اىَضادج ىيذتاتاخ 95ماّد ٍؼذلاخ اىرظْيف اىظؽيػ  (NN)ؼظثيح اىشثناخ ىاٍِ أداء  ٗػيٚ ٍغر٘ٙ اىرؽقق

  خرثاس: اىَعَ٘ػح الأٗىٚ لأىغاً ٍائئ تضٗايا ٍخريفحالإ. ٗذٌ ػَو ٍعَ٘ػريِ ٍِ ؼالاخ % ىلأىغاً اىَضادج ىلأفشاد71ٗ
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 الإشاسج.ػش٘ائيح ٍِ ٍر٘عظ  ض٘ضاء%( 21-%11ٗاىَعَ٘ػح اىصاّيح تٖا إضافح ّغثح ) (

ىينشف ػِ الأىغاً تعٖاص إعرشؼاس ذلاٍظ. الأعاط اىؼيَي ىٖزا اىعٖاص يؼرَذ  فٚ ٕزا اىثؽس ذٌ ذقذيٌ ذظ٘س ظذيذ

الإٕرضاصخ ىَْظٍَ٘ح شْائيح دسظاخ اىؽشيح )مريريِ ٗصّثشميِ( ٗرىل ىرغرشؼش ٗظ٘د ظغٌ )ىغٌ إٍرظاص ػيٚ ظإشج 

َُ  ػيٚ عثيو اىَصاه( فٚ اىشٍاه فٚ  يَنِ اىرؼثيش ػِ دسظح طلاتح اىشٍاه )اىضّثشك اىصاىس( مذاىح ض تضّثشك شاىس.َزَ َْٗاى

ا (. ّظشي درَ شثِ أُ مَا  –)طفش اؼح اىنريح اىصاّيح صإ ػْذٓ ٕٗ٘ اىرشدد اىزٙ ذنُ٘ (ωAbs)الإٕرضاصاخ  إٍرظاصذشدد ظإشج 

ٗتاىراىٚ  (ωAbs)الإٕرضاصاخ  إٍرظاصٗػْذٍا ذرغيش دسظح طلاتح اىشٍاه ّريعح ى٘ظ٘د ىغٌ ذؽرٖا يرغيش ذثؼا  ىٖزا ذشدد 

ٗ مزىل  (Matlab)ّظشيا  تثشاٍط ٍؽاماج ػيٚ اىـ اىَصثرح  (ωAbs-ko)يَنِ إمرشاف ٗظ٘د اىيغٌ. ذٌ اىرؽقق ٍِ اىؼلاقح 

ٍؼاٍو طلاتح  ذَنْد اىَْظٍ٘ح ٍِ قياط .(COMSOL Multi-physics)ػيٚ تشّاٍط  (FE)َّارض اىؼْاطش اىَؽذٗدج 

 7.58)دسظح ؼغاعيح  فٚ ٍذٙ أقو ٍؽققا  ٗ. ٗذٌ اىرْفيز اىؼَيٚ ٗاىرعاسب ىَْ٘رض ٍظغش (MN/m 2-0)فٚ ٍذٙ  شٍاهاى

Hz / (N/m)) ٌىينشف ػِ الأىغاً.ىعٖاص إعرشؼاس اىظلاتٔ تاىرلاٍظ . ٗأيضا ذٌ ذؽذيذ خط٘اخ إظشاء اىرظَي 

تَا فٚ  (MEMS)ٗأخيشا ، ذٌ ػَو دساعح ذظْيغ ظٖاص الإعرشؼاس ت٘اعطح ذقْيح اىْظٌ اىنٖشٍٗيناّينيح اىذقيقح 

 رىل خط٘اخ اىرظَيٌ ٗاىرظْيغ.
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